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In early November, Mayor LaToya Cantrell announced that the City would
be accepting suggestions for an “alternative Mardi Gras” in lieu of the
usual festivities. The submission period ended December 5. We sat down
over king cake and combed through 435 pages of proposals (along with a
folder of attachments from stock photos to ﬂowcharts) and offer you these
one-of-a-kind throws from that rich parade of ideas submitted by amateur
epidemiologists, would-be revellers, and entrepreneurs seeking a piece of
that sweet, sweet pandemic pageantry.
As an emergency medicine
physician... I am absolutely
horrified that you were
considering going ahead with
Mardi Gras this year. —S.R., MD

don’t know HOW secret this could
be kept. But if news agencies keep
quiet and people are sworn to NOT
give out the info, and IF there are
LEAKS, the rest of Mardi Gras will
be canned, we MIGHT be able to do
this… —A.M.M.P.
Allowing balls [to] shut up the
krewes may be unavoidable... I
don’t have a solution to this, and
I don’t know enough to propose
one. —N.N.
Here’s my pitch: You gargle on
my balls while I go to Metairie
parades —P.L. [Note: Jefferson
Parish authorities have cancelled
Metairie parades due to the
ongoing coronavirus pandemic.]

3-2-1 Bio Security

Do it in Woldenburg Riverfront
Park. Because of the river to
land pressure difference, there
is always a breeze blowing from
the river toward the park. … Not
trying to brag but I’m good at
micrometeorology so you should
have me out to discuss it all at the
park. —T.K., Adj. Prof., Meteorology (fmr.)
The little mosquito truck that
passes, let it spray [disinfectant]
spray like lysol. —N.M.
As in Saturday Night Fever, our
theme will be “Stayin Alive!!”! “Ah
ah ah we’re stayin alive, stayin alive,
ah ah ah ah, we’re stayin alive!!!” … I
love y’all. —T.T., 60 years old.

I’ll go party in Mobile where it
all began. —M.V. [Note: Mobile
authorities have cancelled Mardi
Gras parades due to the ongoing
coronavirus pandemic]
Covid is spreading WITHOUT
Mardi Gras. Which means, Mardi
Gras parades aren’t responsible
for the spread of Covid. —C.Y.
Mardi Gras cant be cancelled
anymore than Christmas can be!
Attached is a photo at the best
Mardi Gras ever—Police Strike
1979! Everyone had a blast! I’m
the mouse. —D.G.

You cannot stop us. We will not
refuse to drink. We will not refuse
to congregate in the streets. —J.
Do a face book online Mardi Gras
page! Everyone can LOL —B.A.
I THINK THAT NEW ORLEANS
OFFICIALS NEED TO HAVE
DISNEY ASSIST WITH THIS
UNUSUAL SITUATION! —C.R.
We see that you’ve announced
Mardi Gras is canceled. That’s good.
Now you can renege on that and
plan a “secret” local mardi gras… I
We did not evaluate submissions for scientific accuracy; this column does not
constitute medical advice. If you believe you have been exposed to COVID-19,
follow CDC guidelines so that this year’s Mardi Gras Muck won’t be your last.

WILD WAVES
by Taylor Balkissoon

Welcome to Aquarius season! A truly remarkable sign—altruistic
humanitarians carrying the weight of the world while staying light on
their feet. Aquarians understand that we have just as much a duty to
the collective as we do to ourselves. Aquarius is about authenticity and
progress and Aquarians see the capabilities humankind has to take care of
itself and the earth (and is frustrated when it doesn’t).
At the beginning of the month there will be FIVE planets in Aquarius—the
Sun, Mercury, Venus, Saturn and Jupiter. This will feel ELECTRIC and
will no doubt play out most observably in social and political spheres. I
fully anticipate this Aquarius stellium (a stellium is a gathering of more
than three planets in any given sign) will activate those of us who are
community-minded and action-oriented to work and fight for what we
believe in. The new moon in Aquarius on February 11 will conjunct Venus
and Jupiter, expanding our visions of collective love and harmony.
ARIES
Mars, your ruling planet, will
be transiting your 2nd house
all month. The 2nd house is
primarily associated with
possessions and wealth: fixed
earth things. The mantra for the
2nd house is “I Have,” which from
a developmental perspective is
about possession of the self. How
do you establish a stable sense of
self? How does that affect us in
the physical realm? What have
you fired up this past month?
What sparks of creativity?
Now is the time to lay concrete
foundations for new possibilities.
TAURUS
Like our Aries friends, Mars’
transit this month will significantly
impact you. While the Aquarius
stellium transits your 10th house
of career and public image, Mars
will be in your sign and transiting
your 1st house. Mars is associated
with willpower, passion, and
anger. Mars is the god of war, and
you might find that this 1st house
transit is igniting passions that
are difficult to integrate with the
Aquarian energy. The unsettled
vibe of air seasons might be
uncomfortable for you as an earth
sign, but Aquarius and Taurus are
both fixed energy—in their values
and in their actions. This makes for
dynamic but stable waves for you
to ride—at least if you’ve got the
right attitude.
GEMINI
Hopefully you survived the depths
of Capricorn season’s transits
through your 8th house. As you
move into Aquarius season you
are likely to be feeling freer.
The Aquarius stellium will be
transiting your 9th house—a house
of expansion and knowledgeseeking, as well as group activities/
friendship/teamwork etc. Out
of all the signs, this month you
are the one best situated to apply
your social skills and flowy nature

to organizing people towards
humanitarian goals with the gusto,
freedom, and energy provided by
this transit. Whatever lessons you
learned last month will be useful
when applied to these big picture
efforts.
CANCER
This month the Aquarius stellium
will be transiting your 8th house
for the first 20 days of the month.
This will be about finding a
balance between your obligations
to yourself and to the collective.
Cancers are natural empaths,
making 8th house transits
(specifically of this magnitude)
particularly difficult. But they bring
great rewards! When we clear out
the tendencies clogging our souls,
we make room for transformation
and real internal honesty. The
Aquarian influence of this transit
will hopefully soften the severity
of the moment, which might tempt
you to thicken your crab shell and
not let others in. If you are feeling
defensive for the first half of the
month, let Pisces season wash it
away like the Mississippi River
flowing into the Gulf.
LEO
Hopefully the full moon in your
sign at the end of last month was
invigorating and led you to new
heights of self discovery and love.
This month’s transit stellium in
your sister sign of Aquarius will
build on the themes of last month,
with the focus moving from the
personal to the social sphere
as the planets transit your 7th
house of relationships, romance,
and partnerships. How do you
fill your own cup as well as those
of others? What is expected and
owed in your close friendships and
partnerships? Do you feel alienated
or free? The new moon in Aquarius
on the 11th is a good time to set
intentions related to personal
relationships, fueled by the lessons
you learned during the full moon.

VIRGO
This month’s Aquarius transits
will be crossing the sky in your 6th
house, the house ruled by Virgo.
How is your health directly tied
to what you offer others? This
time period will ask you how to
best prioritize your well-being
while also remaining engaged in
your community and personal
relationships. Find an appropriate
balance. If you do, when the sun
moves into your sister sign of
Pisces on the 20th I expect you will
experience karmic rewards from
the universe, particularly around
the full moon in Virgo on the 27th.
LIBRA
The sun is now in your fellow air
sign of Aquarius and as a result you
might be feeling more graceful.
Aquarius and Libra share a desire
for harmony, unity, and equality.
How can you use your natural
balancing instincts to create more
stability in your community? You
are kind, loyal and sympathetic—
these qualities, when cultivated, are
a gift during both Aquarius season
and Pisces season (which starts
on the 20th). Spend the month
envisioning your highest ideals and
using your creativity to show love
and create large scale beauty.
SCORPIO
This month the sun and many other
planets will transit your 4th house.
The 4th house is associated with
home, family, nurturing, and safety.
As these relationally and societally
focused planets transit Aquarius,
you are being called to analyze what
makes you feel safe and what you can
do to inspire more communal trust.
Mars is transiting your sister sign of
Taurus; embody Taurus energy by
standing in your truth, particularly
when it comes to safety, sensuality,
and respect. The sun will enter your
fellow water sign of Pisces on the
20th, bringing with it a river of water
energy to clear out pain and inspire
confidence and compassion.
SAGITTARIUS
This Aquarius season holds great
potential for you as the Aquarius
stellium transits your 3rd house of
intellect, communication, and play.
It’s a good time to perhaps lighten
up a little. See what new things you
can learn about society by observing
it. You are also in the middle of a
two year transit of the south node
through your sign. The south node is
associated with past life karma and
established soul patterns. We are
collectively being asked to embrace
our base philosophical stances and
transmute them into something
more immediate to our senses. What
can you find out without somebody
telling you? And what truth can you
share without questions?
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CAPRICORN
This February you are being
asked to take a hard look at your
foundations. If they are crumbling
or unstable, it is likely that you
have been building them only to
support yourself. The strongest
foundations are built with others
through trust, and the Aquarius
stellium transiting your 2nd
house is urging you to focus your
intentions not on what you can
extract but what you can provide.
Air seasons can be difficult for
earth signs, as things are quicker
to move and harder to pin down.
If you are feeling a need for
control, be sure to temper it with
a kindness towards those who do
not have your instinctively high
threshold for hard work.

AQUARIUS
Happy you season, Aquarius! If you
thought last month’s transits were
intense, you might not be ready
for this historic transit. Though it
may make you uncomfortable, this
intense focus of energy in Aquarius
is bound to profoundly affect your
inner and outer worlds. You are
being called to lead from within
and with your heart. Try not to
second guess yourself. This intense
1st house transit is asking you to
look deep inside yourself to find a
path forward. Use your dynamic,
loving nature to inspire new, more
equitable ways of being.
PISCES
This month the sun and many other
planets will transit your 12th house.
The 12th house is the end of a cycle,
the end of an era—it is the place that
collects all of our waking experiences
over a year or a cycle or a lifetime
in order to synthesize them. Much
like analysing your dreams, piecing
together all these lessons is not easy,
and it would probably do you well
to rest and meditate for the first
half of the month. By the time the
sun moves into Pisces on February
20th, you will likely have reached
a new level of emotional clarity
around what your sweet soul can do
to care for yourself and help others.
Hopefully you can do it without
ignoring or invalidating the depths
of feeling you possess.
illustration by Artemesia Trapeze
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DIRT NERD
Ian Willson | @hotplantsnola

other weekend for free at that.
The kingdom of your garden is
within you. Always has been.
Alright. No thoughts? Head
empty? Great. Here’s the pitch.

A REVOLUTIONARY NEW
GARDENING METHOD
If there is a common thread
that ties my gardening advice
columns together, albeit
loosely, it is that gardening
buzzwords, cure-alls,
singular methodologies, and
fundamentalist philosophies
in all forms are antithetical to
good growing practices. And I
stand by that stance resolutely,
only now with a monodeistic
addendum that all such ideas are
a waste of time, except for mine,
which I present before you now
in all its practical glory: The
Revolutionary New Gardening
Method (RNGM).
You can adhere to my
gardening methodology
without contradicting my belief
system that rote gardening
methodologies are unrealistic
and harmful to the gardener’s
wallet and psyche because the
method itself is anti-methodical.
Sort of.
Sounds like I’m just going to
talk in circles about how you
shouldn’t adhere to anything
and that that in itself is the
lesson, doesn’t it? Well, yes.
That’s part of it. But there’s
also a practical component,
I promise. However, before
embarking on this new path of
enlightenment, you must do
your best to purge your mind
of rigid food-growing belief
systems. I am not your guru.
I am barely your teacher. I
am at best your guide, and a
volunteer one who works every

Firstly, I call it the
Revolutionary New Gardening
Method because it’s an
anti-philosophy philosophy
grounded within a critical
interpretation of the home
gardening establishment,
but it’s also about gardening
within your means and
turning something small into
a movement that grows ever
onward and occasionally
outward. It is about sustainable
growth that moves quickly
when the wind is at your back,
but at a snail’s pace when it’s
not your week, your month, or
even your year.
Secondly, it’s about spending the
time and money that you have
and managing your expectations

to put good dirt in, so you start
at one end, lay down some fresh
compost and plant in the first
ten feet or so. If you want to be
really awesome about it, you
could aspire to grow in a literal
circle. That’s how mine works
(technically it’s a rectangle with
empty space in the middle, but
conceptually, it revolves quite
nicely).
Now look at you. You’re
gardening! And you are feeling
confident and good about where
you started with things, and
you didn’t throw your whole
stimulus pittance away in the
process. Here’s where it gets
juicy. A week or a month later,
you get an itch to do some
serious gardening and you’ve
got some extra funds to put
into the project, or perhaps
your homegrown compost has
finally matured into precious
black gold. Great. Now you build
outward from the space you
have already started, perhaps
with just as much stuff and space
as you did the first time, maybe
more, maybe less. The plants
you plant and seed this time
around might be a little or a lot
different, depending on how

I present before you now in all its
practical glory: The Revolutionary
New Gardening Method (RNGM).
outside of the capitalist mindset
which holds that the most is
always best and everything new
all the time is the only way.
RNGM is also literally about
growing in a circle, as in it
revolves around, in a revolution.
The practical premise of RNGM
is that you begin your garden
in one place, with a small to
moderate amount of raised bed,
dirt, plants, seeds, pots, and so
on. You start with a reasonable
amount of things that you are
confident you will be able to
manage, and that you can afford,
and that is enough for you to get
excited about. This could be a
handful of little pots filled with
fresh potting soil, each with
some delectable greens in it; or
it could be a 4x4 raised bed you
just built yourself, filled with
dirt, and are excited to get down
with; or it could be a 30-footlong bed that you decided you
were going to grow in, but that’s
going to cost hundreds of dollars

much the seasons change. And if
they are all the same, they may
grow a little differently this time
around because the days are
perhaps a little bit longer, or the
caterpillars that came around
and ravaged your cabbage have
since mothed up and flown away.
Or maybe you’ve just learned
a thing or two with the first bit
of your garden, a thing or two
you wouldn’t have learned if
you’d gone whole hog into your
massive dream farm from the
get-go, because you would’ve
been overwhelmed with weeding
and watering and the stress
demons telling you this was all a
horrible mistake.
OK. Now you just do the same
thing over and over. Expand
incrementally, outwards but
curving—metaphorically or
physically—slowly back towards
the place where you started.
Once the starting point of
your RNGM garden has begun
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looking a little sad, it is time to
start a new revolution. Revisit
the foundation of your garden,
and get rid of the plants that
have fulfilled their role in your
sustainable food movement. Put
down fresh soil and/or compost,
lay new seasonally appropriate
seed and plant starts, and begin
the revolution anew.
You may get back to the
beginning—where your first
pot or patch of garden was
planted—in a few months, or it
may take you a year. The size of
your garden may be limited by
the space your yard (or porch,
or whatever) affords, or you
may reach the beginning simply
because you’ve fulfilled your
longterm wishes, size-wise, of
what you’d like to garden. If you
get back to the beginning space
but you still want to grow more
and most everything that you
initially planted there is still
happy, healthy, and producing—
great! Turn your circle into
a spiral and start growing
outward like a snail’s shell until,
once again, your starting place
looks like it could use a fresh
start. You can keep expanding
once you’ve reworked the
portions of your garden that
were ready for a new beginning.
I believe this Revolutionary
New Gardening Method
(RNGM) can be used in most
regions, but is especially useful
in the Southeast where there
are no clear-cut seasons and
myriad practical plants can be
grown throughout the year.
It is more than just a way to
make gardening manageable
for you. It is a realistic way
to work with nature a little
more harmoniously that helps
mitigate pest issues, problematic
microcosmic monocropping,
and weed pressure. And that’s
just the beginning of what
RNGM can do for you! Take
charge of your garden, take
charge of your life! Every new
beginning comes from some
other beginning’s end! There is
a season, turn turn turn your life
around today!

Questions for the Dirt Nerd?
Email ian@hotplantsnursery.com.
illustrations by Rachel Speck | @tropicalgothprints

RAISING LOUISIANA
by Dan Fox

Dan Fox and I have been friends for at least 12 years. When the baby
arrived before he could write his own bio for this, I didn’t know where to
begin. So I did what any savvy millennial would: I crowdsourced. Thank
you Bryan, Eddie, Eric, and Lauren for helping me describe the guy who
has helmed ANTIGRAVITY Magazine for the past decade. Don’t worry,
he kept his day job—a proud member of IATSE Local 478, Dan has had
a long career in the film industry, right at the bottom of the heap (“those
who cannot act, set dress”). You may know him from all the bands he’s
played in: Indignation, Hatchback, Gretna Sewing Circle, The Interview,
Lovey Dovies, Stupid Fucking White Man, and Big Baby. Or you may
recognize him from his many long graceless hours of shuﬄing behind the
counter at Stein’s, back bent in dutiful servitude. When he’s not working,
this aloof Gemini loves playing with his dogs and tending to his apiary,
Pho Tau Bee. A lifelong resident of New Orleans, graduate of NOCCA
and Loyola, Dan made the “very adult” decision to move to Gretna, where
he resides with our lovely and talented photo editor Adrienne Battistella,
his wife and companion in parenthood.
—AG Shadow Government Editor in Chief Beck Levy

Tour Lessons To Take
Into Fatherhood
About a decade and what feels like
half a dozen lifetimes ago, I was
in a band called the Lovey Dovies,
a loud and fast rock trio who
embarked on a handful of coastspanning tours in my 2007 Dodge
minivan. Because there were only
three of us, we were able to pack
everything this way: there was the
driver and passenger up front of
course, and then right behind the
driver we had a third seat. Every
other cubic inch of space was filled
with amps and cabinets, drums
and hardware, guitars, merch
bins, and luggage. That third seat
became a dark little nook, equally
comforting—not a bad little
uterine pocket to recover from
the previous night’s excesses—and
claustrophobic, as we all smoked
cigarettes all the time. Hence, we
lovingly named that third seat
“The Hole,” as in, “Somebody else
drive. I’m taking The Hole.”
So it was like an old friend had
come for a surprise visit when
I found myself, lo these many
years and a few different models
of minivan later, tightening the
straps on a Graco infant car seat,
in that same position: The Hole.

As my wife, Adrienne, and I
prepare for the arrival of our
first child (I expect her to walk
in any minute now and declare
that it’s happening), I can’t help
but recall fondly a lot of moments
I had through half a decade of
touring—first with the Dovies,
and then later with stoner-dads
Suplecs and the new-Americana
group Hurray For The Riff
Raff—that have prepared me, as
best it ever could, for imminent
fatherhood. (And if you think this
will be a thousand-word bit on
how musicians are like babies,
no! While the limits of my sanity
were certainly tested on myriad
occasions, this is not that piece.)
A Very Good Driver
Around the time of the Dovies’
demise, I was asked by Suplecs
to help them manage an East
Coast-Midwest tour. At the time
it seemed like a great excuse
to get out of town, and was the
first time I’d be in a support
role. They had a legit van, your
classic Ford Econoline, and
I remember a strange sense
of possession taking over me
whenever I would get behind the
wheel of that beast and take the
highway. Like a lot of you, I don’t
consider myself necessarily a
reckless driver, but you know
how it is: we all get distracted
from time to time with the phone
or a billboard, speed up to make
a yellow light, or boil over with
gridlock road-rage.
Driving for Suplecs, though, I
cultivated a Zen approach, adopting
that classic pilot’s mantra, “souls
on board.” And that’s how it felt
with Suplecs, and later on as tour
support for Hurray. When I got

behind the wheel (which was often,
because as support that is one
responsibility you should always try
to relieve the talent of ), I became
a different person, never looking
at my phone, always yielding, and
taking it slow and steady over what
Johnny Cash referred to once as the
“concrete sea.” With the life of my
newborn son in tow, I hope I keep
this same spirit, whether behind
the wheel or otherwise.
A Vivid Imagination
Packing several bodies into a
metal can and hurtling it down
the highway at 80 miles an hour,
down thousands of miles of
interstate, is no casual exercise.
We’ve all heard the stories of
fiery wrecks on the highway,
sometimes lethal, sometimes
exceedingly close. And that’s
just the highway! With touring
comes not only the perils of
normal travel, but the excesses
of rock’n’roll, which could
be anything from overdoses
to sexual assault, fans with
boundary issues, remote hotels in
strange parts of town, break-ins,
and so on. As I became a fulltime tour manager with Hurray,
I found myself imagining—
damn near hallucinating—vivid
scenarios in which the band and
I met various combinations of
dark fates, possibly due to some
negligence or missed detail on
my part. These scenes weren’t so
much haunting, but rather acted
as a furnace for driving decisions
about everything from routes
to constant van maintenance to
strategic pit stops. And it wasn’t
exactly fear or paranoia—these
unprompted visions were not
debilitating; after all, we did the
damn thing for weeks at a time.
But these nightmarish visions did
give me a situational awareness
that kept me vigilant.
As a soon-to-be new parent, I’ve
already been visited by a lifetime’s
worth of horrible scenarios,
from the obstacles a fetus must
overcome just to survive early
development to the daily demise
we all face on the outside. Like my
tour days, I just hope these kinds
of near-hallucinations serve more
as a source of inspiration, and
not a retreat into overprotective
parenting or fear that backfires.
But it is always helpful to be aware
of the stakes, and to meet them
with the respect they deserve.
In the Weeds
As Adrienne and I prepare for the
trip to the hospital, going over
the suitcases and bags feels like
fulfilling some kind of surreal
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rider. In addition to the few sets
of clothes we’re bringing, there
are the pillows and massagers,
essential oils, warmers, a battery
fan, dry snacks and low-sugar
ginger ales, Tums (sooo many
Tums!), and of course bananas
(labor and tour—bananas are
essential for both!). When all
this stuff moves, it will have to
move fast, and I really don’t want
to leave anything behind. But
however much gear there might
be, I know I can condense it
down into a number of bags I can
count on two hands. Hopefully I
won’t have to think about it very
much, if at all. Many a late night
clearing out of strange clubs (and
early morning hotel roundups)
has made this process easy for us.
I’m grateful for the practice and
devotion to the dark art of logistics
those years on the road gave me.
Waiting in the Wings
Tour could be maddening, of
course. You start feeling like your
time doesn’t belong to you, as
there’s always somewhere else to
be that’s not where you are. Tour is
demanding and challenging. It can
create psychic quakes in your brain
that make you question the life
decisions that led you to be eating a
soggy Starbucks breakfast sandwich
at seven in the morning in bumfuck
Indiana, in a van full of people you
may love or hate, but either way you
can’t escape. In other words: family.
But for me, the worst day on tour
was still often more satisfying
and enriching than a lot of
days at home. Whatever minor
annoyances or grievances the
day held would always melt away
when the lights went down and
that first chord was struck. And
my vantage point, usually just off
stage or behind it, felt like such
a privileged spot to experience a
show. There’s something magical
about contributing one small part
to something so much bigger and
deeper, and stretching back farther
than your own mere existence.
With my son’s imminent arrival,
I’m ready to take this same position,
in the wings, on the sideline, as
support—with all the limitations
that come along with that role—
for the art of his life, whether
he chooses music or dance or
accounting or dishwashing. For all
the fun and glory I’ve had in my life,
I’m really looking forward to being
an entry in my kid’s liner notes.

illustrations by Victoria Allen | @vs_illlustration
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TIPS FROM THERIOT
Isabel Ryan Theriot
Roses are red, violets are blue. Valentine’s Day was created by
Hallmark to make lots of money, and this column of cleaning tips
was created by me, for you (sorry, I’m not a poet). Yep, it’s February,
Cupid’s little hidey-hole, the month that makes you feel terrible if you
are single. So single or not, I hope the cleaning tips below will warm
your heart, because I love you... like a friend.
My house is full of dog hair.
Is sweeping or vacuuming
better to remove the hair?
In the past, when it came to
removing pet hair from bare
floors, I was strictly a broom gal.
Over the years, I’ve moved more
towards using a vacuum to tackle
this task. But because I am clingy
and really bad with change, I
tend towards both sweeping and
vacuuming during a pet-haircleaning sesh. I begin by sweeping
all of the large plumes of pet
hair, focusing on getting it out
of corners and from underneath
furniture. I then sweep the piles
of hair into a dustpan and throw
it into the trash. After this, I use
the vacuum to get any errant hairs
that escaped the broom bristles.
The best vacuum for pet hair, as
I mentioned in the December
issue, is the Shark Navigator
Pro Lift Away, because it has a
nifty bare-floor attachment and
other attachments specifically
for removal of pet hair. Many
vacuums (such as the one listed
above) can also be used to vacuum
pet hair off of furniture. So yeah,
if you are going for extreme Isabel
analness, sweep and vacuum.
If you’re going for less timeconsuming and pretty much just
as effective results, I’d go for the
vacuuming-only option!
My kid was eating chocolate
and got it all over his new
white t-shirt. How can I
remove the chocolate stain?
There are a few paths you can
take to remove this chocolaty
mess. You can first try applying
dish soap to the stain using a
clean, soft-headed toothbrush.
Gently dab the soap over the
stain, then lightly brush in an
upward motion. Be careful not
to scrub, as this can work the
chocolate stain deeper into the
fabric. Follow this by soaking the
shirt in a bowl of cold water for
at least 30 minutes. If the stain
won’t budge, repeat this process.
For an older, more stubborn
stain, try wetting the area with
cold water and squirting some
clear or white toothpaste onto it.

Use your finger to gently smooth
the toothpaste over the stain,
and then rinse the shirt in cold
water. Follow this by sprinkling
some baking soda over it and
rubbing gently until the stain
is gone. And finally, if all of this
fails, try lemon juice. Soak a
clean cloth in lemon juice and
dab the stain until it disappears.
Hopefully one of these tips will
make your child’s shirt more
presentable (if less delicious).
I love my husband, but I
don’t love that he gets pee on
the ﬂoor of the bathroom,
causing it to reek. What can I
do to get rid of this smell?
The sulphury smell of bacterialaden, dried human pee in a
bathroom makes me want
to barf. Because men almost
always sprinkle pee all over the
floor when urinating—and also
because many people let the
yellow mellow in the toilet—home
bathrooms can begin to smell
like the men’s room at Saturn
Bar (RIP) before you know it. If
you don’t take care of the weewee floor immediately, the smell
will become unbearable pretty
quickly. To tackle this stinky
dilemma, you’ll need the following
ingredients: two gallons of hot
water, 1/4 cup of vinegar, 1/4 cup of
baking soda, 1/2 cup of Borax, and
a small squirt of your favorite dish
soap. Now you’ll mix the baking
soda, Borax, and water together
to create a paste. Use a sponge to
scrub this onto the floor and the
base of the toilet. Be sure to scrub
the caulk and tile grout too—the
funk hides there. Let the paste sit
for about 30 minutes. Now you’ll
spray the area with a mixture of
half water and half vinegar. Let
the paste and vinegar simmer for
about 20 minutes, then rinse with
water. If your husband has been
spraying urine onto the floor for a
while, you may have to repeat this
process a few times to completely
eradicate the pee smell. Also,
from time to time, I recommend
removing the toilet seat (which
is very easy to do) and cleaning
the top of the toilet bowl, around

Because men almost always sprinkle pee
all over the ﬂoor when urinating—and also
because many people let the yellow mellow
in the toilet—home bathrooms can begin
to smell like the men’s room at Saturn Bar
(RIP) before you know it.
where the toilet seat is attached
to the toilet. You’d be surprised
at how much disgustingness
you’ll find there. While you’re
at it, take the toilet seat outside,
spray it with a hose, and scrub it
with dish soap and white vinegar.
Good luck! (P.S. I made a sign for
my bathroom that says, “If you
sprinkle when you tinkle, please
be neat and wipe the seat.” I find
that a note can be helpful... or
passive aggressive. Anyway, it’s
worth a shot.)
My rugs smell like feet. How
can I make them smell better?
You don’t wear shoes inside
specifically so you won’t track
dirt onto your pretty rugs. But
now, your rugs smell like corn
chip feet. You can’t win for
losin’! A good solution is using a
carpet deodorizing powder. But
as we’ve discussed in the past,
store-bought cleaning products,
such as carpet deodorizers,
are laden with chemicals and
can potentially hurt you and
your feet. I don’t know if you
know this, but feet are one of
the most absorbent parts of
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your body. We don’t want them
sucking up all those chemicals.
I recommend making your own
carpet-rug deodorizing powder.
It’s extremely easy—only two
ingredients! You’ll need baking
soda and the essential oil of your
choice. Pour some baking soda
into a bowl and add about 20
drops of essential oil to the bowl.
Mix these ingredients together
with a fork. Pour this mixture
into a salt shaker or sifter, and
sprinkle it over the rug. Let this
sit for 30 minutes to an hour,
and then vacuum it up. Now
your rug should smell fresh and
feet-free!

Got cleaning questions? Email me:
isabel@antigravitymagazine.com.
illustrations by Ben Claassen III | @dirtfarm

CRAW & ORDER
by Morris Blart, Esq.

Another day, another losing
effort by Louisiana public
defenders to sue the State into
funding them at the minimal
level necessary to comply with
the right to representation
guaranteed by the United
States Constitution. Before
we talk about Louisiana v.
Covington, their most recent
failure, you need to know about
the 1994 case called State v.
Peart. Peart is the judiciary at
its most infuriating: the most
powerful judges in Louisiana
are presented with compelling
evidence that there are
systematic violations of the
Constitution, acknowledge
the problem, and then spend
the majority of the decision
justifying why it’s not their role
to fix it; ignoring the existential
fact that the court’s primary
function is to make sure that the
Constitution is upheld.
The Sixth and Fourteenth
Amendments of the U.S.
Constitution guarantee poor
people accused of a crime the
right to effective counsel. In
Peart the Louisiana Supreme
Court agreed that people
accused of crimes were receiving
constitutionally deficient
representation by the Orleans
Public Defenders because
of inadequate staffing levels.
However, these judges also
ruled that in order for a public
defender to prove that she
did not have adequate time to
prepare, she must first have a
hearing to present evidence to
prove her own ineffectiveness.
Even worse, the Peart Court
ruled that a public defender was
not permitted to aggregate all
his clients together, meaning
an overworked public defender
is required to have hundreds of
these evidentiary hearings each
year if they want to see a real
decrease in their caseload.

In other words, if a public
defender wants to convince a
court that they don’t have the
time necessary to effectively
represent their hundreds of
over-arrested, over-charged,
racially-targeted clients, they
need to have countless timeintensive hearings in order to
prove it. The question of how not
having enough time to represent
clients is solved by unnecessary
individualized hearings is, of
course, left unanswered.
Throwing up their lil ol’
hands, the Peart Court
explained that it wasn’t their
job to look at the problem
systematically because that
was the job of the legislature.
Ah, the Louisiana legislature,
an institution famously
attuned to the plight of
marginalized populations,
when they are not too busy
declaring cauliflower rice
an affront to God, stopping
steals, disenfranchising
Black voters, or attempting
to clawback life-saving
public health measures
while members of their own
illustrious body succumb
to the ongoing plague. Well,
27 years have passed since
Peart and the legislature
has still not addressed the
constitutionally inadequate
staffing of the various public
defender offices statewide.
STATE OF LOUISIANA V.
RODERICK COVINGTON,
SAMANTHA KELLY, AND
KIFFANY SPEAR
December 2020 saw the
Louisiana Supreme Court
rule on the most recent
fruitless public-defendersare-underwater lawsuit, this
time brought by the East Baton
Rouge public defender’s office.
In this case, State of Louisiana
v. Roderick Covington, et al.,
the public defender’s office
presented evidence showing that
they were woefully understaffed.
For example, the East Baton
Rouge public defenders employ
one investigator for every
12,167 cases and some lawyers
don’t even have regular access
to computers. But these facts
were not enough for the racially

gerrymandered Supreme
Court to lift a finger. Citing
Peart the Court explained that,
despite the overwhelming and
undisputed evidence that public
defenders could not adequately
represent their clients, their
hands were tied because each
accused person had to make an

lawyering entirely to become
pseudonymous columnists for
news sources that rely on bagel
advertisers to stay afloat. Rather,
if the public defenders are going
to be serious about providing
adequate representation to their
clients, they must be willing to
walk off the job until changes

If a public defender wants to
convince a court that they don’t
have the time necessary to
effectively represent their hundreds
of over-arrested, over-charged,
racially-targeted clients, they need
to have countless time-intensive
hearings in order to prove it.
individual showing that they
weren’t being represented
adequately. A systemic solution
would—you guessed it—have
to come from the legislature.
As Chief Justice Johnson, the
now-retired lone Democrat
on the Court pointed out in a
wonderful but useless dissent:
“There is no equal justice
under law when an innocent
poor man is assigned a
lawyer who doesn’t even
have adequate access to a
computer, but a guilty rich
man can purchase an entire
legal team who will secure
his acquittal. Yet this is the
system Louisiana continues
to sanction. Our forty-year
campaign to imprison our
poor in droves has left us
in flagrant disregard of the
United States Constitution.”

are made to make sure innocent
people don’t end up in prison
due to underfunding. Collective
work action is no small task in
a state like Louisiana, but what
other options do the public
defenders have at this point? On
the other hand, public defenders
have more leverage than almost
any worker in the country since
their job security is guaranteed
by the Constitution. If the
public defenders are being
honest when they claim they
can’t do their job effectively
they should either unionize,
step aside, or admit that their
desire to be fawned over by
liberals with Notorious RBG tote
bags supersedes their desire to
prevent innocent people from
going to prison.

As one of the few Louisiana
judges that occasionally showed
humanity, she will be missed in
retirement.
So what can be done without
a legislature or judiciary that
is willing to intervene? For
starters, every public defender in
Louisiana should ask themselves
if this is really the right job
for them. A public defender
who is unable to provide
constitutionally adequate
representation for their indigent
client yet continues to punchin is still complicit, despite
having better intentions. I
don’t mean to suggest that the
public defenders should go
into private practice or quit
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Morris Blart has no aﬃliation with and
is not a representative of billboard lawyer
and handsome elder Morris Bart. And
while Morris Blart is definitely 100% a
lawyer you can trust, this column does not
constitute legal advice. If you have any
cases, ethics opinions, funny depositions,
etc. that you would like to see covered
in this column, please send leads to
MorrisBlartandAssociates@gmail.com.
illustrations by Luke Howard | @lukehwrd
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The Music and Culture Coalition of New Orleans (MaCCNO) is a broad-based coalition and registered 501c3 non-profit corporation that collaborates with, organizes, and empowers
the New Orleans music and cultural community to preserve and nurture the city’s culture, to translate community vision into policy change, and to create positive economic impact.

STEAL THIS PLAN

Ten months into the pandemic, we haven’t seen a recovery plan for New Orleans’ cultural community. So we started writing one ourselves.
New Orleans’ cultural community
is facing an ongoing crisis, and
the longer it lasts, the greater
the risk of irreversible damage.
We’re approaching the one-year
anniversary of the March 16th
shutdown, and up until now we
haven’t seen any coordinated
recovery plan for New Orleans’
cultural businesses, cultural
traditions, or cultural communities.
In an effort to spur much-needed
action, we’ve listed some ideas
for short, medium, and long-term
actions that could be undertaken
to create a sustainable, long-term
recovery. Some items are fairly
simple, some complex. Some are
nearly free, others would cost
millions. All are possible.
Before you start reading, two notes:
1) We didn’t include any programs or
initiatives that already exist, like the
Save Our Stages funding or the ongoing
eviction moratorium. 2) Equity needs
to be at the forefront of all recovery
efforts. Many of the systems that impact
the lives and livelihoods of the cultural
community—the tourism industry, land
use regulations, etc.—were originally
designed to put BIPOC communities,
and Black communities in particular,
at a disadvantage, a legacy that
continues to create and maintain
disparities today. Recovery efforts must
consciously work to reform inequitable
systems, not replicate them.
Short Term Initiatives
(1-6 months)
Cultural Census with
Connection to Services
Led and coordinated by existing
cultural support organizations,
undertake a full census of the
cultural community (inclusive
of, but not limited to: musicians,
visual artists, traditional culture
bearers, and street performers), and
connect those in need to existing aid
programs, grants, and services.
Simplify Permitting Processes,
Eliminate Fees, and Extend Tax
Moratoriums
Prioritize safety and contact tracing,
not revenue collection. Temporarily
reduce lengthy permit requirements
for outdoor events with a simple, onepage online or paper registration.

Eliminate permitting fees for at
least six months and extend tax and
licensing fee moratoriums for the
same amount of time.
Single Point of Contact in
Government for Cultural Issues
City government should have
one person or department that is
leading cultural policy, support,
and development. This person/
department should understand the
nuances of New Orleans culture, be
trusted in the community, and be
able to coordinate with all other city
agencies as needed.
Activate Outdoor Spaces
Utilize existing city-owned parks
and vacant land to set up temporary
outdoor event spaces. Allow
shuttered bars and venues to set
up performances and food/drink
sales in these spaces free of charge
on a rotating basis. Similarly, set
up periodic outdoor performances
in existing business corridors like
Frenchmen Street and Freret Street.
Performance Subsidy from
Cultural Fund
Using the new Tourism and Cultural
Fund, greatly expand the City’s
Embrace the Culture series to pay
performers in newly-activated and
existing public spaces, and work
with musicians to develop a fair
and equitable pay scale. (The City
maintains that the Tourism and
Cultural Fund cannot legally be used
for direct grants to individuals, so
this would create another pathway
for financial assistance).
Medium Term Initiatives
(6-12 months)
Ongoing Emergency Fund
Either through the City or an existing
cultural support organization, create
an ongoing, low-barrier, emergency
fund for members of the cultural
community facing an urgent crisis
(such as eviction, medical emergency,
stolen property, etc). This fund
should exist in perpetuity.
Targeted Zoning and Policy Changes
Make several key changes to existing
policies that are constraining
cultural activity and income. These
include, but are not limited to,

removing the ban on restaurants
charging a cover for live music;
extending the six month window to
re-establish a non-conforming use
(Most neighborhood bars and music
venues are non-conforming, meaning
they are “grandfathered in” and no
longer match the surrounding, often
residential, zoning. Currently, if a
business is closed for more than six
months, it loses its non-conforming
use status); and removing the
moratorium on outdoor live
entertainment at new businesses.
Continuity Planning for
Cultural Businesses, Spaces, and
Organizations
Many beloved cultural businesses
and institutions remain in precarious
situations and could easily be lost.
With strategic partners, the City
should work with these businesses
and institutions to develop succession
plans; identify and resolve any
ongoing or potential permitting,
legal, or code enforcement issues;
create an emergency grant program
to address unexpected expenses; and,
when feasible, work towards property
ownership to reduce the likelihood
of a business being displaced.
Priority should be given to Blackowned businesses and traditional,
neighborhood-serving cultural spaces.
Engagement and Mentorship
Add a Cultural Engagement
Liaison as a part of the City’s Office
of Neighborhood Engagement.
In conjunction with continuity
planning efforts, there must be
increased support for business and
entrepreneurial training for young
members of the cultural community.
This needs to be coupled with
financial support and incentives to
stay in New Orleans.
Long Term Initiatives
(12-36 months)
Equitable Tourism Plan
Rather than “sustainable tourism,”
New Orleans needs an equitable
tourism plan. This should include
a pathway for a living wage for all
hospitality, cultural, and tourism
workers; a fully representational
tourism commission/visitors
bureau; a shift of resources away
from large out-of-city/state
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corporations into local businesses;
greater support for Black-owned
businesses and attractions; and a
political strategy to pass needed
legislation at the state level.
Full Rewrite of Cultural City Code
In some instances, language in New
Orleans’ City Code that governs
culture and cultural practices dates
back over 150 years, and most was
written to limit culture, not support
it. There must be a full audit and
update of all laws and ordinances
that impact music and cultural
activity, including, but not limited
to: the Noise Ordinance and Zoning
Ordinance. This is an expansion of
the targeted changes that will have
been undertaken earlier.
Cultural Investment Fund
In partnership with The New
Orleans Business Alliance
(NOLABA) and other strategic
partners, the City should create
a multi-million dollar fund that
invests in small, neighborhoodserving cultural businesses, with
funding for both existing businesses
and start-ups (this would also absorb
the grant program affiliated with
continuity planning). The focus
should be on BIPOC and womenowned businesses, though it would
be open to all. Supporting businesses
that target a local clientele will help
maintain neighborhood cohesion
and economic stability. Not all
culture has to service tourism,
but the equitable tourism strategy
will ensure those visitors who find
their way to these spaces will be
supporting the local economy.
We know there are pieces missing
from this plan—it’s a 1,000-word
column, not a detailed blueprint
for action. But we’ve got to start
somewhere, and we’ve got to push the
City to start now. We’ve intended this
to be a jumping off point, to generate
ideas and spur action. Please take this
plan, build on it, and find even more
ways to help New Orleans’ cultural
community. Steal our ideas. You don’t
even have to give us any credit. Let’s
just get moving.
This space is provided to MaCCNO as a community
service and does not necessarily reflect the opinions
or editorial policies of ANTIGRAVITY

FOR THE RECORD
by Marisa Clogher

On December 17 the City Council reviewed Folgers’ request for Industrial
Tax Exemption Program (ITEP) relief, a tax exemption that would have
granted the Folgers corporation multi-million dollar tax exemptions over
10 years. None of their applications met the job creation requirements for
these exemptions. Folgers requested the exemptions for already completed
projects, leaving them with zero incentive to create more jobs moving
forward.
If these applications were denied (which they were on January 14 after
being deferred from December’s meeting), another resolution proposed on
December 17 stipulated that the funds received from tax money collected
from Folgers would be prioritized in eliminating furloughs for “public
safety personnel” which includes firefighters, EMS, and police. The
following was the first public comment read in response to this resolution.
As a staffer read it aloud, councilmembers immediately refocused their
attention, walked away, or turned their cameras off entirely.
Mr. Folger came to town,
his hat off for more cash
“Oh look here,” he waved with
bliss,
“this city’s surely rash.”
For they think they’ve made
enough
over the last 10 years
But we’ve been paying taxes
and this pushes me to tears.
“We stimulate, stimulate,
stimulate!”
he proclaims to the council.
“Just let me be tax free,
for you know that someone else
will.”
The council shared a sideways
glance,
still a bit unsure
“But wait,” said one who was
inspired,
“This can be the cure.
“Our furloughed firefighters
and our contrary librarians,
could they sustain employment
in your coffee imaginarium?
For we are sick of them,
and their demands for books and
safety.
But a firefighter roasting beans,
that doesn’t sound too crazy.”
Mr. Folger looked askance,
not sure what to say
“I supposed I’d look at any
application
that comes our way.

“is not felt enough
I haven’t gotten mega-rich,
these last 10 years were rough.”
Meanwhile in the city,
at the coffee factory
a spark fell from a smokestack
to where nobody could see.
The factory burst into flames,
but firefighters were all far,
for furlough had struck the
nearest stations
as the sky began to char.
“Here’s your millions,” said
Cantrell
with a strong, smug smile
“Why thank you,” said Mr. Folger,
“Now I won’t see you for a while.
“For your infrastructure’s broken,
and our factory is burnt,
a fire you didn’t care to put out,
so our trust is not earned.
We’re going to move to Bay St.
Louis,
but thanks for all the money
which was all retroactive anyways,
now isn’t life just funny?”1
1. Kelsey J.

Follow instructions at council.nola.
gov to submit public comments. Tell
your neighbors and friends how
to do it. Interested in reading all
comments after a meeting? You can
email your councilmember or file a
public records request.

“But we’re not looking to hire
more than 30 at the most.
We already have the people
to create a perfectly mediocre
roast.”
“So what’s the money for?”
decried Helena Moreno.
“This city needs some revenue
that’s not from a casino.”
“Your gratitude,” said Folger,

illustration by Sadie Wiese @s.wiese.art
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towards the backyard.
Meanwhile I notice a strange
sensation going on below my waist.
Now, dear readers, might be a good
time to mention that, before this
little adventure got underway,
I’d taken LSD. And I’d boofed it...
cuz why not? I tried this not too
long ago at a Nausea matinee at
ABC (shhh, don’t tell the rest of
the collective!), and I swear to god
it was earth shattering. My first
Mardi Gras, I reasoned, deserved
the same approach. Not that I
was tryna reenact Easy Rider or
anything. Butt for the last half
hour—nothing. Now my crotch
was numb. Not warm. Not tingly
like the time I smeared menthol
down there. Just a feelingless void.
I mean to ask Keith if I’m walking
funny, but instead hear myself
saying something else.
“So I just realized...yesterday was
a leap day.”
“True.”
“So, the day we met is a day that
doesn’t really exist.”
“Except every four years.”

SINS OF THE FLESH:
MARDI GRAS AT ANNE RICE’S HOUSE
The following first appeared in Foreign Lesion #13, published in 1992 and rediscovered, along with these photos, in a mildewed
box in the upstairs of Nowe Miasto. Its author Amy C. would go on to become a legend in New Orleans’ 1990s punk underground
(back when that word still meant anything) and notorious pirate radio raconteur. Many oldtimers have one story or another
about Amy, and she herself has several more. This one we offer here in the spirit of Mardi Gras’ past—sorely needed in these
times—and because we have to say it: All names, characters, places, events, and incidents are either the product of the author’s
imagination or used in a fictitious manner. Any resemblance to actual persons, living or dead, is purely, surely coincidental.

Sunday before Mardi Gras, and
we’re outside the mansion of New
Orleans’ most famous resident,
right off the Bacchus route. The
grounds are abuzz with people
coming and going, the well-to-do
mingling in clusters just beyond
the wrought iron gates.
“Keith, OK, listen—” I start to say.
But I don’t have to finish.

“We can go in if you want.” Twenty
four hours in and already I’m
learning this man’s penchant for
understatement is legendary.
Security is checking guests’
credentials at the door. Just
what does one need to enter an
Anne Rice party? Apparently
only chutzpah and a pair of legs,
because one minute we’re kicking

rocks out on St. Charles and the
next, piercing the inner sanctum of
invited guest. Walking the grounds,
my first thought is: Fuck all this
shit. Owning a mansion (let alone
two!) in a city where a quarter of
the population lives in poverty is
criminal.
But the bitch has taste, I’ll give
her that much. We make our way
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“Maybe this means we were never
s’posed to meet.” I’m rambling. “Or,
maybe it means we were destined
to meet or…” Grasping for cosmic
significance, already celebrating
our “anniversary”...Either I had
it bad or the drugs were working.
In any case I’ve said too much.
I mumble some garbled “time
is an illusion” non sequitur and
waddle over to the house. Inside, I
down a glass of champagne. Then
another. What gives? That’s when
one of the caterers informs me:
it’s non-alcoholic, as are all the
party’s libations. Seriously?! I knew
rich people were sick, but this...
pure evil. The Vampire Queen, a
teetotaler? Fucking kill me.
Talk around the h’or d’oeuvres
turns to Comus, who “regrettably”
refused to parade this year rather
than integrate. As these society
ladies prattle on, I’m growing
more and more disgruntled. It’s a
real shame blah blah blah but it’s
their decision yadda yadda.
Lips parched, nethers still showing
no signs of life, my loudmouth
Yankee ass can’t take it anymore.
“DEATH TO COMUS! DEATH
TO DAVID DUKE!” I declare,
throwing back another worthless
glass of bubbly, before dropping a
tenner on the table and leaving the
scandalized guests in my wake.
cont’d on pg. 34

Reality Bites Special Edition
King Cakes: Round 6
by Yvette Regrets

I’m baaaack. You didn’t think I could
stay away during Carnival did you?
There were so many new king cake
options this year, I just had to chime
in. No ratings because I love and
respect every single person who’s
working in the service industry right
now; if you’re willing to make me a
king cake, you rule!
Now, I tend to be a traditionalist
about king cakes and most of these
below fall into the nebulous “Is
this a king cake or just a big old
pastry” category (Pink Parade and
ChocoZulu, I’m looking at you
specifically) but I had fun trying a
bunch of new sweets! And this year,
I’ve included two vegan cakes—one
of which is gluten free—for all of you
sweeties who are on special diets.
Brennan’s: “Pink Parade”
Strawberry Cream Cheese
King Cake
This is, hands down, the prettiest,
most high femme king cake
around. It’s Barbie pink, extremely
glittery—the shimmer is turned up
to 100 on this baby—and covered in
edible pearls. Ooh-la-la. This cake
seems tailor-made for those of us
who enjoy celebrating Valentine’s
Day as its own sub-holiday during
Mardi Gras, or for people who
like to Instagram all their meals.
Taste-wise, the non-filled portion
is a rather classic, if dense, brioche.
The filled section tastes like frosted
strawberry Pop Tarts or a creamy
strawberry cocktail. I’ve personally
never been a fan of fruit-filled king
cakes (except for the guava one
from Norma’s Bakery, because it’s
essentially a big Cuban pastelito) so
you’ll have to take this with a grain of
salt. While I think this one is visually
stunning, I probably wouldn’t go
back for it unless I was having a
Valentine’s party or a Barbie themed
day. It’s gorgeous and fairly tasty, but
is it a king cake? (Available for pickup
at Congregation Coffee, Lagenstein’s,
The King Cake Hub, Brennan’s,
Ralph’s on the Park, and Cafe NOMA)
NOCCA/Cake Cafe/French
Truck Coffee Collaboration:
Cafe au Lait King Cake
I love anything coffee flavored, so
I was hype to try this one. If you
ever had Cake Cafe’s king cake

illustrations by Ruth Mascelli
@psychic_handjob

in the past, you probably know
what to expect: a very dense, dry
cake with Jackson Pollock-esque
purple, green, and yellow icing
splattered all over it. A rivulet of
coffee-flavored cream cheese and
ground espresso runs through
the center. Y’all—this made me
want a latte. I really enjoyed
the coffee cream cheese center;
it was tangy and slightly bitter,
which contrasted nicely with the
sweetness of the cake. I should
note that my tasting companion
hated the grittiness of the ground
espresso in the filling, so if you’re
sensitive to texture, be warned. I
wouldn’t have noticed it, but I’m
also pretty laissez-faire regarding
texture. My only issue with this one
was how dry it was, even with the
cream cheese running through it.
This is one of those you really need
to eat quickly, because it became
a little brick pretty fast. (Available
at The King Cake Hub or online at
noccamarketplace.com for pickup at
Press Street Station)

the texture and vibe veers too far
off from a traditional king cake
for me personally. But I love that
there are more options out there
for people who have special or
restricted diets. (@vivalas_vegan
on Instagram, orders can be placed
at gazzmfood.com, pickup site near
the VA Hospital)
Cochon Butcher: The Elvis
King Cake (peanut butter,
roasted banana, bacon,
marshmallow)
I rarely discuss costs, but I do
have to note that this was the
most expensive king cake I’ve ever
purchased, so I was expecting
big things. Aesthetically
speaking, it was quite pretty: the
marshmallow fluff was toasted,
giving it a meringue-esque
appearance, and the cake was
topped lightly with purple, green,
and gold Randazzo-style sprinkles
and big hunks of bacon. Here’s
what works: bacon and browned
marshmallow fluff. It’s probably
a horrible idea healthwise, but
I kind of just want to dip bacon
in fluff from here on out. It’s an
amazing flavor profile of salty and
sweet. Guys, should we be adding
bacon to s’mores? OK, so here’s
what didn’t work for me: banana. I
love bananas, but they completely
overpowered everything else
going on here. I didn’t taste the
peanut butter at all, and once I
got a bite of banana, I couldn’t
taste anything else. Also, the
dough completely delaminated
while baking, so there were giant
spaces between the filled layers
and the filling, which made this

Viva La Vegan: Vegan &
Gluten Free Traditional
Cinnamon King Cake
I’m throwing this one in there
because I had several people ask
if I knew of a gluten-free option.
I felt like I owed it to them to try
out the only one I could find. Are
there other gluten-free options
out there? Let me know! I found
it interesting that this cake was
red and white, not the purple,
green, and gold that I’ve come to
expect, especially from a cake that
is branding itself as traditional.
Texture wise, this was much denser
than most king cakes; it was almost
like a Mexican concha. It was quite
cinnamony and very sweet. The
icing was my favorite part, even
though I did think it was a little
too sugary. I honestly wouldn’t
buy this again unless I explicitly
needed a gluten-free cake, because
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semi-difficult to eat. I have to
say, however, that it was my
tasting companion’s absolute
favorite cake we tried. So while
the banana didn’t work for me, it’s
obviously a question of personal
opinion. (Pickup available at 930
Tchoupitoulas)
The Midnight Altar:
Chocozulu (vegan chocolate
and coconut)
This king cake was gorgeous: a
golden brioche topped with a shiny
ganache, roasted coconut, and
colored sugar sprinkled on top. It
was warm when I picked it up—yes!
Y’all, this cake was so delicious. The
brioche was extremely dense but
with nice defined layers where the
braids in the dough overlapped. The
ganache was truly a marvel; I have
no idea how it was made without
heavy cream and still managed
to be so rich and decadent. I’m
also confused, yet delighted, by a
brioche made without eggs and
butter. But dammit, it works. If
you’re in the market for a vegan king
cake—or you just want an intensely
chocolate one—I’d recommend
this completely. I was very happy
to eat this for breakfast for days
after I bought it. It’s just so good!
But...is it a king cake? (DM @
themidnightaltar on Instagram to
order; pickup site in the 7th ward)
Favorite king cake I’ve
tried so far this year: Hi-Do
Bakery Cream Cheese
I’m glad I tried all these wild
ones, but the traditional style still
has my heart. I love y’all! Happy
Mardi Gras, babes.
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Family and friends place signs and light candles to honor their loved ones lost to COVID-19 at the “Let Us Not Forget” Vigil and
Procession for the Unhoused, organized by the New Orleans Renter Rights Assembly and other organizations on Sunday, January 24.
The vigil held space to honor those who died on the streets in 2020. (Photo by Laura Borealis)

Lauren Barron, a professional Carnival ﬂoat artist with Royal Artists, preps pieces for a specially commissioned Mardi Gras installation.
Krewes and organizations are crowdfunding “house ﬂoats” to provide jobs to the creators behind the art since traditional ﬂoats will
not roll as normal this year due to COVID-19 restrictions ahead of the annual holiday. (Photo by Katie Sikora)
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Candra Barrett dedicates ﬂags to Antoinette Franklin and
Constance Brown, who passed away from COVID-19 in 2020,
at the COVID-19 Memorial established in Lafayette Park.
(Photo by James Cullen)

New Orleans residents participate in a peaceful protest outside of Rouses on January 9. The
protest occurred after a photo surfaced of Donald Rouse, Sr. attending the march and protest in
Washington D.C. on the day the Capitol building was invaded by a mob of Trump supporters and
conspiracy theorists in a bizzare fascist recruitment stunt. (Photo by Lenore Seal)

Cherice Harrison-Nelson, co-founder of the Mardi Gras Indians Hall of Fame and Big
Queen of the Guardians of the Flame Mardi Gras Indians, gets her first shot of the
COVID-19 vaccine. The Krewe of Red Beans has been introducing mutual aid efforts
across the city since the onset of the pandemic, including their most recent initiative
to hire out-of-work artists to drive the elder and most at-risk culture bearers of New
Orleans to their vaccination appointments. (Photo by Katie Sikora)
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program in November. Amendment
5 would have expanded ITEP
exemption options for businesses
but was rejected by 62% of voters at
the polls. The defeat has been called
a moment of populist backlash
against the traditional power
dynamics of Louisiana, especially
after the amendment had passed
the state House and Senate with a
bipartisan 86% of legislator’s votes.
Together Louisiana is a grassroots
network of churches and
organizations from across the state
that has long fought to reform ITEP.
The group has made headlines
for its cross-state, block-by-block
effort to defeat Amendment 5 and
has since turned to the Louisiana
Board of Commerce and Industry
in Baton Rouge. The board has
historically been responsible for
handling ITEP applications and was
faulted by Together Louisiana for
approving a startling proportion of the
exemptions: 99.95% of applications
were approved by the board across
two decades. Together Louisiana
organizers brought the fight into
the board’s November meeting,
where they described the apparent
falsification of Marathon’s ITEP
application—worth $43 million—
from within the state department’s
own database. The accusations were
serious enough that the board deferred
the decision to a future hearing and
called for a forensic investigation of
the application system.

St. John Makes, Marathon Takes:
Communities Want A Refund
by Chris Staudinger illustration by Pippin Frisbie-Calder
The Marathon Garyville Refinery is
a fortress of smokestacks and towers
that occupies about five square
miles of former sugarcane fields on
the Mississippi River. Its footprint
overlaps with the land of San
Francisco Plantation House, whose
1850s steamboat-style mansion was
purchased and refurbished by the
company in 1976. As San Francisco
operates tours and weddings under
oak trees, the refinery above churns
578,000 barrels of crude oil each
day into gasoline, diesel, kerosene,
asphalt, propane, sulfur, propylene,
and more. From a dock on the river,
the refinery ships its products
downstream and across the globe.
By far the main economic engine
of St. John the Baptist Parish,

Marathon employs over 900 people,
helps fund the community college,
and is the single largest taxpayer in
the parish. This year the company
paid $57 million in property taxes,
and though this represents over
50% of the parish’s property tax
base, they may in fact owe more than
that. According to local activists,
the company has fraudulently
manipulated the state tax exemption
system to try and lower its property
tax obligations to St. John the Baptist
Parish. Despite Marathon’s economic
and political power in the parish, St.
John residents are fighting to hold
the company accountable, pushback
that is part of a broader—and largely
successful—backlash across the state
against the embattled Industrial Tax
Exemption Program (ITEP).

That subsidy has been the cornerstone
of Louisiana’s economic development
agenda since the 1930s. According to
the program’s rules, it gives generous
property tax breaks to a wide variety
of industrial actors in exchange for
a non-binding “commitment to jobs
and payroll in the state.” As the single
largest corporate subsidy program in
the United States, ITEP exemptions
are awarded in Louisiana at 10 times
the national average per capita.
Between 2006 and 2016 alone, the
program kept $13.7 billion in the
hands of businesses at the expense of
local governments.
ITEP has become a rallying cry for
a diverse array of groups across
the state, which culminated in a
resounding statewide defeat of the
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Broderick Bagert is an organizer
with Together Louisiana. He says the
Marathon ITEP debacle is a clear
example of Louisiana Economic
Development (the state agency in
charge of ITEP) and the Board of
Commerce putting profits before
populations. “[LED] often acts like
an agency acts when it is captured
by industries... like it’s representing
[industry] interests, and not
representing the people of the state.”
For Bagert, a New Orleans native,
it’s a matter of basic democractic
principles that communities should
be able to choose how to manage
their own tax base, whether or
not to incentivize businesses, and
ultimately how to grow their own
economies. ITEP has historically
removed control of local taxes from
parish councils and school boards,
and placed it instead with the Board
of Commerce and Industry in
Baton Rouge. “The kind of justice
opportunities that are created
just by continuing to have local
communities control their own
resources, that’s a huge part of what
I think is important,” says Bagert.
The Industrial Tax Exemption
Program was born in the wake of
Huey P. Long’s assasination. The
reins of Louisiana’s share-thewealth populist movement were
passed to Governor Richard Leche,
who responded by saying, “When I

took the oath of office, I didn’t take
any vow of poverty.” Leche became
known for loosening restrictions
on the oil industry, passing ITEP in
1936, instituting a sales-tax-heavy,
regressive tax scheme, and becoming
the first of the state’s governors to go
to prison (on charges of corruption
and mail fraud).
Forty years later, Marathon’s
Garyville Refinery was built. In 1977,
Louisiana was desperately trying
to lure new manufacturers to the
state, and ITEP was a major tool in
that scheme. The program removed
100% of a company’s property from
the tax rolls for a full 10 years. That
means that a Garyville student who
started second grade in 1977 and
lived and breathed downwind from
the refinery would see almost no tax
benefit from the company until she
graduated from high school. On top
of that, ITEP exemptions could be
given for upgrades in existing plants.
This meant that when a company
like Marathon faced the end of a 10
year exemption period, the company
could just install new equipment and
reapply, again, for 100% tax breaks for
10 more years. This pattern effectively
kept large proportions of lucrative
industrial properties, like Marathon,
off of local tax rolls perpetually.
Marathon has expanded massively,
and ITEP has helped fund it.
Initially built with the capacity to
process 200,000 barrels of oil per
day, the refinery completed its latest
$3.9 billion expansion in 2009.
This made it the largest refinery in
Louisiana, the third largest in the
United States, and the 10th largest
in the world by capacity. As late
as 2017, 40 years after the plant’s
construction, 88% of the Marathon’s
property was considered tax exempt
as a result of ITEP.
Dr. Joy Banner grew up across the
river from Marathon. As a child she
thought the twinkling refinery and
other nearby plants were rather
charming at night. “They look like
little cities,” she says, laughing
a bit, “They’re all lit up. They’re
actually pretty.” Her family has
been in St. John the Baptist Parish
since the 18th century, and they
have witnessed its transformation
from sugarcane riverlands into the
international manufacturing and
trading hub that it is today. “And
not only watched it,” she says, “but
that’s where my parents worked. My
parents retired from plants.”
She doesn’t shy away from talking
about the complexity of the
petrochemical industry in the River
Parishes, noting that the plants were
seen as a lifeline for many coming
from sugarcane work. “I don’t think
people saw the development as a
bad thing. It was being pitched as
something that was good for the
community and you’d have good
jobs and benefits, and it did. It did

produce higher incomes for the Black
population.” In 1977, the year the
Marathon Garyville Refinery was
completed, she says, “You literally
had people that were still living on
the plantations, almost until the
1980s. The work was very difficult,
you had children that stopped going
to school because they were needed
to help in the sugarcane fields to help
with their families’ overall income.”
Her parents’ jobs in petrochemical
plants helped send Banner and her
four siblings to private schools while
allowing the family to stay in a tight
knit community. Eventually Banner
got her PhD in communications
from LSU. She has taught business,
marketing, and entrepreneurship,
among other teaching and small
business development roles.
Today, she says, “I still live in the
neighborhood my parents live in, and
so do my cousins. It’s basically a family
compound, really. We come out in the
evening and we sit outside. We walk,
or I go bike on the levee.” It is this
multigenerational land-based dynamic
that makes St. John the Baptist Parish
unlike so many places in America.
“Shooting the breeze outside,” she says.
But even though the influx of
industry has increased the incomes
of so many Black families like her
own across the River Parishes, she
says the parish is still stuck. The
poverty rate remains high (16%
in St. John Parish compared to
the national average of 10%). One
community in St. John faces a
cancer risk that is 50 times higher
than the national average. And as
more petrochemical developments
are planned, neighborhoods are
impacted as the air grows more
polluted. In April, when COVID-19
death rates were higher in St.
John Parish than anywhere in the
United States, a conversation about
industry’s role in community health
became unavoidable. “It ravaged
our parish,” says Banner, “And that
opened up people’s minds, just
a little bit, to thinking that [the
environmental justice groups] Rise
St. James and Concerned Citizens of
St. John Parish are justified to have
these conversations.”
As an advocate for small business
development and tourism, Banner
says she is stifled by industry leaders,
who are layered across properties,
parishes, and governmental
boards and have a tight grip on any
type of development that is not
petrochemical. “I don’t think people
understood the chemical plants as
being as extractive as sugarcane
work,” she says. “To me, it’s just this
mindset and culture of protecting
industry even when industry is not
working for us. Clearly the money is
staying at the top.”
Between 1998 and 2017, the Board of
Commerce and Industry approved
260 ITEP awards in St. John the

Baptist Parish, resulting in the loss of
$919 million in property taxes to that
exemption program. When Together
Louisiana analyzed LED economic
impact data from that time period,
they found that the awards generated a
net total of 22 jobs, meaning that each
job was subsidized with $41 million of
taxpayer money. A similar investigation
in The Advocate found that ExxonMobil
lost 1,900 jobs in Baton Rouge while
benefiting from $700 million in ITEP
awards over two decades.
While Marathon was exempted from
paying property taxes to expand
their operation, property values in
fence-line communities decreased.
In 2016, St. John the Baptist Parish
School Board member Ali Burl
warned that Marathon and two other
growing petrochemical facilities were
threatening the very existence of the
small riverside towns that neighbor
them. He described steady chunks of
the town of Mt. Airy claimed for tank
farms and river transport terminals.
Almost the entire town of Lions,
save its cemetery, was bought out
by Marathon in 1975. A thin strip of
above-ground crypts now sits within
a maze of pipes, a tank farm, a parking
lot, and other refinery buildings. He
warned that if the development goes
unchecked, Garyville and Mt. Airy
will go the same route.
Dr. Beverly Wright, an environmental
justice scholar, writes that the biggest
victim of this scenario is public
education. “Since the exemption
relieves businesses of local property
taxes, operating funds to maintain
local roads, parks, libraries, and
schools are not received by local
governments,” she says. Her
sentiments echo Senator Cleo Fields:
“We’re the only state in the US that
lets education subsidize business.”
For years, legislators tried to shield
school boards from the effect of
ITEP on their budgets in the same
way states like Texas and Alabama
shield local education funds from
business incentives. But reforms
were rebuffed by Louisiana’s
powerful business lobby. So the
ground practically shook when
Governor John Bel Edwards, in
a 2016 executive order, removed
the Board of Commerce and
Industry as the judges for new ITEP
applications. The order instead
gave local school boards, parish and
city councils, and sheriff’s offices
the power to decide whether their
share of taxes would be exempted or
not. He also lowered the maximum
exemption to 80% of a company’s
investment. Early in 2019, the East
Baton Rouge Parish School Board
made news when it rejected Exxon’s
$2.9 million ITEP application. St.
Bernard Parish followed, rejecting
exemptions for the Chalmette
Refinery. The New Orleans City
Council recently rejected all four
tax exemption applications for the
Folgers Coffee Company.
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In November of 2019, Marathon
Petroleum asked the St. John the
Baptist Parish School Board, parish
council, and sheriff’s office to exempt
$25 million of refinery property for
work that the company had already
completed. It was the first time in
Marathon’s 42 years of operation
that Marathon’s tax breaks would
go before the local government.
The sheriff’s office did approve its
share of the tax breaks. All but one
member of the school board and
parish council, however, rejected the
exemption.
In this new era of ITEP rules, it
surprised organizers from Together
Louisiana when, in November
2020, a Board of Commerce and
Industry agenda included an ITEP
application from Marathon for
a new $43 million exemption.
Marathon had applied for a 10 year
property tax exemption based on
2018 upgrades to the refinery. “The
problem,” said Bagert, “is that the
application should have gone before
local officials in St. John the Baptist
Parish, whose property taxes are
being exempted, not the state board
in Baton Rouge.” The falsification,
organizers allege, must have occured
when someone with access to the
state’s online application system
filed the new Marathon application
with a completely different project
from before Edwards’ reforms.
Because projects filed before
Governor Edwards’ executive action
are grandfathered into the old rules,
this alleged backdating would have
given Marathon a more favorable
chance of winning the exemption by
routing the application through the
Board of Commerce and Industry,
rather than through the St. John the
Baptist government.
“One story is corporations
scrambling to get the goodies they’ve
been getting for so long, and doing
increasingly desperate things to do
it. Like commit fraud apparently,”
says Bagert. “The other is, they’re
doing that because ITEP has really
changed. And those changes are now
bearing gigantic fruit.”
Joel Waltzer, an attorney for
Together Louisiana, told the board
at the November meeting, “LED is
either aiding or abetting in some
attempts to abuse the system or again
failing to conduct even a basic check
of facts.” He argued for the immediate
denial of Marathon’s exemptions.
In an emailed statement, Louisiana
Economic Development Secretary
Don Pierson told ANTIGRAVITY:
“Pursuant to the Louisiana Board
of Commerce and Industry’s
December1 meeting, LED staff is
reviewing the ITEP documents in
cont’d on pg. 29
1. The meeting was actually in November.

Marching in Rex, Mardi Gras Day 2018 (photo by Adrienne Battistella)

MARCHING ON: GENERATION TO REGENERATION
by James Cullen

Derrick Tabb had an idea. It
wasn’t a new idea, but one he
had been kicking around for
some time. Tabb saw postKatrina New Orleans as a city
that had been badly damaged
both physically and spiritually
but was still brimming with
potential—especially when it
came to its young people. In
Tabb’s own experience, music
was a savior; it had set him on
his path to success. But he was
no stranger to the pitfalls of the
streets. There were too many
things that could go wrong for
a kid before they ever went
right, and there were too many
kids who had nothing to believe
in, or no one who believed in
them. But he believed. And in
2007, with a $20,000 budget and
19 registered students, he cofounded a program with Allison
Reinhardt to make a reality
out of that belief. The Roots of
Music was born.

tall, affable, soft-spoken man,
until he gets excited, and then
his cadence changes. A native
of the 6th Ward, Tabb found his
calling early. Unlike many of the
kids he grew up with, he found
it not in the streets, but in the
band room, and it might have
saved his life.

Before Roots, Tabb was best
known as the snare drummer for
the Rebirth Brass Band. He is a

When Tabb got in trouble at
school, they sent him to the band
room instead of the principal’s

“My junior band director was my
inspiration for pretty much the
whole program,” says Tabb. The
band director, Donald Richardson
of Andrew J. Bell Middle School,
was a pivotal figure in Tabb’s
life. “When I was young, my
grandmother passed away and I
started getting into a lot of trouble
with the fellas who weren’t doing
anything,” says Tabb. “And I got
into the Andrew J. Bell band
and I saw a cat that really loved
and cared about every kid in the
program. But he had a special love
for me. He understood what I was
going through.”

office. There he would observe
Richardson, who was not only a
legendary disciplinarian, but a
master instructor. Richardson
inspired Tabb to become a
music instructor himself,
and his discipline, style, and
pristine musicianship planted
the seeds of the program which
would become Roots. But Tabb
wanted his program to have one
noticeable difference. “I didn’t
want the program that I started
to be in schools,” says Tabb. “It
should be away from schools.
It should be extracurricular. It
should be something that kids
want to come to. I wanted to do
something where you left school
and came to school. It teaches
you a whole different everything,
not just music, but a way of life.”
Fertile Ground
Tabb’s program was planned
to be a pilot program. It was
set to begin in May of 2008,
with 19 students, a budget of
$1,000 per student, and $1,000
for a bus to take them to and
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from the program, which at the
time was held at Tipitina’s. His
original instructors were Shoan
Ruffin, Lawrence Rawlins, Allen
Dejan, and his cousin, Edward
Lee—some of the most talented
musicians and music educators in
the city. Tabb wanted his students
to see all aspects of the music
business, from music educators
like Ruffin and Rawlins to
working musicians like Lee, who
at the time played sousaphone for
The Soul Rebels brass band.
“It was basically just off of his
idea of his dream of a middle
school band program,” says
Lee of the program’s first days.
“I wouldn’t even say middle
school program. It was just a
band program. It was all wishywashy and just coming right
after Katrina. So, I mean, we
needed the foundation. And he
definitely started it.”
The post-Katrina world was a
bleak place in many regards,
especially in terms of musical
education at the grade school

level. But with his team
assembled, Tabb felt ready to
tackle it. Everything was falling
into place, though things didn’t
go exactly as planned. “I sent a
bus out to get 19 kids and when
the bus turned the corner at
Tipitina’s I was like, ‘That looks
like a lot more than 19 kids,’’’ says
Tabb. “They opened up the doors
and everybody was so happy,
they were running off the bus.
And I’m like, ‘Who are you?’”
Forty-two students showed up
on the first day of the program.
By the end of the week there
were 65, and by the following
week there were 130. The
program wasn’t even designed
to be a marching band program
at that time. It was primarily
designed to teach drums. And
there was another problem. “We
didn’t have any instruments,”
says Tabb, smiling widely.
“We had a few trombone
mouthpieces that I collected,
just in case, and I bought like 20
pairs of drumsticks. And when
the kids showed up—we had so
many kids—it was just like, the
most unorganized situation
that you could possibly imagine
because we didn’t expect it.”
With no instruments and too
many kids, Tabb felt dejected.
His $20,000 budget for six
weeks was blown. And Tipitina’s
was far too small to host the
program. Tabb needed help. “I
called up a good friend named
Martha Murphy. And she saved
the program,” says Tabb.

day to discover he was living
in “damn near a crackhouse.”
He discovered the student was
taking care of his grandfather by
himself and that his mother had
recently died. Tabb was almost
moved to tears. “But I didn’t feel
pity for him,” says Tabb. “I felt
like if I put some work into him,

How it does work is a careful
collaboration between the
complex structure of a 501(c)
(3) nonprofit, world-class
musicians, and a group of kids
eager to be heard. It is part
science and part alchemy, and
a whole lot of competition for
dollars, most of which are hard

“I wanted to do something
where you left school and came
to school. It teaches you a
whole different everything, not
just music, but a way of life.”
he’s gonna give me everything
because I see the situation we’ll
get out of.” So Tabb told his
student to learn five scales. He
gave him a week to learn them.
Two days later, the student
returned. He had already
mastered all five scales. Like his
mentor, Donald Richardson, he
knew that the discipline of music
was this student’s best chance.
And it offered Tabb hope as well.
“Thank you for not quitting,”
Tabb says. “I always tell him
that. Thank you for making me
not quit. Because I was ready to
give up. There’s been a few times
because it is hard. Everybody
thinks that in this nonprofit
world, you just go out there and
say, ‘Man, I need some money’
and everybody just throws
money. Don’t work like that.”

to come by in the best of times
and much harder since the onset
of COVID-19. Suzanne Raether,
the Executive Director of Roots,
is in charge of the less glamorous
aspects of the program.
“If I’m doing my job as executive
director right, then everybody
has not only the resources that
they need, but they have the
agency to do what they want
to do,” says Raether. “I’m very
supportive of our staff being
creative and being inventive.
And being innovative. We had to
be in 2020, to stay alive. We had
to pull out the creativity.”
Roots currently operates with
a budget of $800,000 annually,
which Raether says “could
easily go to a million.” The
majority of that funding comes

from individuals, with a “mix
of $10 to $10,000 donors.” And
if $800,000 sounds like a lot of
money, in fact it is a pittance
for a program that employs
five section leaders, a band
director, tutors to help the
students with their schoolwork,
transportation to and from the
program, a snack and a “hot
nutritious meal” daily, and band
uniforms and instruments.
In the bandroom, the cracked
bell of a sousaphone sits on the
floor as a reminder of just how
tenuous their situation is.
On the musical side of things,
Band Director Darren Rodgers,
a St. Augustine and Talladega
College alumnus, is responsible
for bringing together a group
of kids ages 9 to 14 from all
over the city and turning them
into a formidable marching
band. In a small red brick
schoolhouse on the grounds
of St. Paul’s Lutheran Church,
the students are taught to
read music, to play their
instruments, and to march. It
is an immersive program. New
students are nudged towards
the instruments to which the
instructors think they will be
best suited. No one is excluded,
regardless of their ability
level. Every student is set up
for success, because at Roots
failure is not an option. And the
results are impressive.
“We’ve been called an all-star
band, especially around Mardi

Scaling Up
Murphy, a veteran of the
nonprofit world, helped Tabb
find the resources to continue
the program. In fact, according
to Tabb, she did too good of a job.
Many people thought Roots was
a well-funded program when
in truth, it was barely hanging
on. And Tabb himself felt like
he had failed. He felt like an
overwhelmed father. One day,
when the money he was expecting
for the program didn’t come in,
his frustrations boiled over and
he dismissed a troublemaking
student from the program. It had
all gotten to be too much, and it
might have ended right there for
Tabb. Then the student he put
out returned with one request: “I
don’t have to play in the band, I
just want to stay here.”

The Roots of Music at the New Orleans Jazz and
Heritage Festival in 2018. (photo by James Cullen)

Tabb took the student home that
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Gras time, because the kids are
usually very polished,” says
Rodgers. “They believe that we
bring in kids with talent. Most
of our kids, 95%, start from
scratch. They’ve never played an
instrument before.”
A Family Tree
In fact, musical ability isn’t
part of the equation at all. The
program is meant to serve low
income families, and to act as
a crime intervention program.
But unfortunately, Roots is only
a five-day-a-week program, and
the violence in New Orleans is
24/7. Recently, a 14-year-old
Roots student, Ja’Mere Alfred,
was gunned down on Christmas
while accompanying his two
older cousins to Walgreens on
Bullard Avenue in New Orleans
East. Alfred was well-liked and
talented, and his death shocked
both students and faculty.
“That was like one of the sweetest
kids in the world,” says Tabb of
Alfred. “All he wanted to do was
play drums, play video games,
play football, and eat. He’s never
been in trouble here. Not one
time. He’s never been one of the
kids that we have to check on
school-wise. Very talented kid.
And for that type of capability to
be laying in the coffin right now is
just totally messed up.” Tabb was
visibly upset as he recounted
Alfred’s story. You could see
there was a part of him that
believed he failed; a part of him

knew the city failed. Another
part saw this tragedy as sadly
quotidian, something we’ve
come to expect and accept in
our community. And he bristled
at that notion. “We can’t save
every kid,” says Tabb, “But at
the same time, I believe if our
city really wanted to, I believe
we can.” Tabb explained that
Roots of Music has to turn away
kids every year, and that without
more programs citywide, there
will be more unnecessary losses,
and more grieving families.
Because at its heart, Roots is

play trumpet, but there were
no openings, so she decided
on saxophone, influenced by
Roots alum Utopia Francois
who she affectionately calls her
“big sister.” Francois has an
impressive resume. The niece
of Phil Frazier, co-founder of
the Rebirth Brass Band, she was
born into brass band music.
She is a NOCCA graduate and is
currently continuing her musical
education at Stillman College in
Tuscaloosa, Alabama. Francois
has also attended three summer
programs at Berklee College of
Music in Boston. Two of those

“There is light at the end of
this tunnel. We are going to be
able to march again. We will
have another Mardi Gras.”
a family. It is not uncommon
for multiple children from the
same family to go through the
program. Enjoli Coco and her
brother Alvin are both currently
enrolled at Roots, and their
mother Eliseanne, a teacher,
has seen them both grow as
musicians and people. And the
kids are enthusiastic about
the program as well. “Being in
Roots taught me how to play
saxophone and discipline,” says
Enjolie Coco. “I love everything
about Roots. They are my
friends and family.”
Coco originally wanted to

opportunities came about
through Roots scholarships.
Francois always looks after
young Alvin Coco, who cut his
teeth on the second line circuit
when he could barely hold up
his trombone. “Alvin was always
playing with different bands, and
I always want to make it a point
to make sure that Alvin was just
protected,” says Francois. “And
that he knew what to do and what
not to do. And I told his mom I
think it would be a great idea for
Alvin to go to Roots. I was just
planning everything out of it just
to make sure that he was on track.”

Branching Out
This intergenerational bond
between alumni, instructors,
and students makes Roots truly
special. Alumni are encouraged
to come back to the program
to assist younger students.
The instructors are chosen
to represent various facets of
music, from touring musicians
like Erion Williams of the Soul
Rebels, to music educators like
Shoan Ruffin, and Alijah Jett,
who is both an educator and
a working musician with the
21st Century Brass Band. And
the students are encouraged to
take it all in and find their voice
within the program.
With COVID-19 and the
subsequent school closures,
that voice has been harder
to find. For a time, Roots was
able to practice outside, with
each section leader teaching a
socially distanced lesson one day
a week. But full band practice
hasn’t been an option. And the
void is palpable to both the
students and the instructors,
who would now be polishing the
Marching Crusaders for Mardi
Gras. “We do so many things, but
everybody knows that Mardi Gras
is our time,” says Erion Williams.
“That’s our main performance
for the year so it’s extremely
disappointing. I’m disappointed
for our eighth graders that won’t
get that opportunity, but we’re in
the planning stages right now and
trying to come up with different
things to offset what we’re
not doing.
But 2020 wasn’t all disappointments
for the Roots. In June they got to
appear on the “Kelly Clarkson
Show,” where they wowed the host
with a marching band rendition
of her hit song, “Since You’ve Been
Gone.” It was a bright spot in an
otherwise challenging year.
In spite of the obstacles, these
community leaders remain
optimistic. After all, Roots of Music
was born out of hope. “This isn’t
forever, you know,” says Raether.
“There is light at the end of this
tunnel. We are going to be able to
march again. We will have another
Mardi Gras.”
Tabb and Raether both know how
tenuous this year was. COVID-19
has changed the landscape in so
many ways. Creativity has been
key, from educating the students
through sustaining the program
through donations and grants.

The Roots of Music stand ready to march for the Treme
Sidewalk Steppers second line on February 9, 2020.
(photo by James Cullen)
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runs and drums, or the sound of
young feet hitting the streets as
they prepare for Mardi Gras.
But the end for Tabb has
always been the same as
the beginning. He is cleareyed about the program. He
understands that music is
“the least important” thing at
Roots, a metaphor. He has been
through the bleak days, and
come out on the other side. He
has wrestled with doubt, but
never let it consume him. And,
along with his team, he has
built a community that didn’t
exist before. One which has
taken root.

The Roots of Music march in Rex during Mardi Gras in 2018. (photo by Adrienne Battistella)

Despite the polished look and
sound of the band, Tabb and
Raether emphasized that Roots is
“not a rich program.” The Roots
building, usually a hive of activity,
has been all too quiet. Everyone
is missing their family. But there
is also an underlying optimism
for the future as Tabb discusses

his vision for the future.
“Suzanne is going to help us get
our own building,” says Tabb,
excitedly. “She’s gonna have
this great office. We’re going to
have a great band room. Great
marching space. And hopefully
we can be in this neighborhood.”
The Marigny neighborhood that

MARATHON TAKES
cont’d from pg. 24

question and is determining the
historical record for the project.
We will report to the board when
that work is complete but there
is nothing to suggest that LED
staff engaged with the company
improperly.”
Bagert believes that the
discrepancy was deliberate
and not a clerical mistake. His
suspicions are based on Together
Louisiana’s research of the
LED database before the board
meeting. Together Louisiana
had downloaded LED’s entire
database of ITEP applications
as they stood in 2017. They
compared Marathon’s current
$43 million application, known
in the system as an “Advance
Notice,” to another Advance
Notice filed under the same eight
digit number in 2014. “How do we
know it’s fraud?” Bagert says, “We
know what the original Advance
Notice says. And we know that
they emptied that Advance Notice
of content and stuffed a project
that was initiated three years later
into that empty shell.”
Board members appeared

shocked at the allegations.
Louisiana Economic
Development’s executive
counsel, Tam Bourgeois, said
that the information had only
reached her office the day before
the meeting, which hadn’t
allowed any time to investigate.
She told the board there was
“no indication that any changes
were requested after the locals
rejected Marathon last year.”
When a board member asked her
if LED would “forensically look
and see who made the changes
and why they were made,”
Bourgeois said, “I think so, I can’t
make any promises.” That same
board member pushed back,
saying “I’d like to make a request
please, as a member, if you could
get this information to me and
to the rest of the members:
when, how, and who authorized
the changes, determining how
this change was made.” The
next meeting of the Board of
Commerce and Industry is
January 29, 2021.
“I think it’s very telling that
in this state,” says Bagert,
“that if you take $500 from

has adopted Roots as its own is
especially important to Tabb.
He sees it as a centrally located
space, free from the Uptown/
Downtown ward beefs that have
so long plagued the city. It’s a
place where everyone can get
together, and the neighbors don’t
mind hearing the scales and

a convenience store, you
spend years in jail. But if you
fraudulently change public
documents in order to take $43
million from public school kids
and other public services, it
gets treated like, ‘Well maybe
it was a clerical error. We’ll let
you know!’ It’s a pretty deep and
telling discrepancy.”
When a program like ITEP
systematically removes the
ability of local government to
manage basic taxation policies,
it leaves community members
disenfranchised. This and
the power dynamics of South
Louisiana’s industrial landscape
raise some weighty questions.
How is it possible that a place
so rich in resources can remain
so desperately poor? Is it
possible to envision a future
here without extraction? While
the work of groups like Together
Louisiana may not have all the
answers, the region’s survival
may depend on their courage
in confronting such powerful
global industries (and the
deep-rooted local systems that
protect them). The more people
fight for self-determination, the
more industries are forced to
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“When you say roots, you have
to think about—it don’t take
just water to grow a plant,”
says Tabb emphatically. “You
know, it takes a lot to grow a
plant. You need sun, water,
nurturing, loving, it takes a lot
to grow that root. And that’s
what we said here, it takes a
whole village to raise this kid,
and we have the village.”
For more info on the Roots of Music,
check out therootsofmusic.org.

participate in the larger process
of redefining our relationship to
this land.
The plants and plantations
along the Mississippi River beg
the question of what growth is,
who it benefits, and how growth
should be cultivated. With the
return of ITEP decisions to local
control, communities across
Louisiana find themselves at a
small but important moment
of reckoning about their own
growth. Dr. Banner sees these
themes as repeating throughout
the history of Louisiana.
“After the Civil War when the
formerly enslaved were trying
to negotiate a work agreement,
their primary desire was land
and to be independent,” Banner
says. “They called wage work
‘wage slavery.’ They didn’t see
much of a difference between
getting paid a salary and still
being enslaved. They were
always willing to work, but they
wanted their own land and to
be able to do their own work for
themselves, not be dependent
on someone else. That would
be considered very progressive
by today’s standards, but that’s
embedded in our culture.”

REVIEWS

COREY LEDET ZYDECO
S/T
(NOUVEAU)
Zydeco music would not move the
same way without Corey Ledet
and his musical lineage. Certainly,
the “double-clutching” drum
pattern his great-grandfather
invented wouldn’t exist, nor
would the rich preservation Corey
Ledet has harvested throughout
his decades of rectifying the
accordion. In his recent selftitled release, Ledet incorporates
Kouri-Vini, a regional dialect
spoken by his family, who hails
from Parks, Louisiana. In “Arèt tô
Trin” and “Pèl Mò,” for example,
he sings with pride in his native
tongue, leading an ensemble of
washboard, glittering Hammond
B3, and backbeat. Ledet’s
renditions of “M’ap Marshé,”
a cover of Fats Domino’s “I’m
Walking,” and Big Joe Turner’s
“Flip Flop and Fly” are welladorned, but it’s in the celebratory
soulful originals like “It’s Gonna
Be Alright” that Corey Ledet
solidifies himself amongst his
cultural roots. At the beginning
of the accordion instrumental
“Nina’s Hot Step,” Ledet narrates
what was the beginning of COVID
and social distancing measures,
chuckling, “so I’m going to finish
this album by myself... mon tu
soeur.” Following in his family’s
footsteps, Corey Ledet Zydeco’s
latest release enriches what we
treasure about Zydeco music
while minding his own walk.
—Danielle Dietze
JONATHAN CAPLAN
THE SHALLOW END
OF DENIAL
(SELF-RELEASE)
Jonathan Caplan’s debut EP,
The Shallow End of Denial, is
an esoteric baroque pop record

glazed with Harry Nilsson-esque
idiosyncrasies and a critical
dose of vibraslap. In catchy
opener “The Question Is The
Answer,” Caplan demises, “No
one could’ve told me / Where
I’d be when I’m 30.” Bored and
disheveled, he reflects on human
nature in “Not Sisyphus,” a noirrock reward. “Valse a Gabrielle,”
an instrumental number,
features Tristan Harrell on
violin. Other than that, the EP
is all performed, produced, and
composed by Caplan. When you
recognize all the moving parts in
each track and the broad genre
range, the self-determination
of the record is notable. Overall,
The Shallow End of Denial is a
knowledgeable and intriguing
beginning for a fresh local
sound. —Danielle Dietze

mere copycats. They have also
developed their own warm and
inviting sound. Shane Avrard
(vocals/guitar/keys), Dreaux
Lebourgeois (drums), and
Kenny Murphy (bass) play well
off of each other, crafting music
that is tight with a well-defined
sense of self. One notable track
is “Shreveport,” an exploration
of “a year of loss—chosen and
circumstantial”: “Lost everything
in fire / Stay on the right side of
desire / Ignoring all the signs you
swore you required.” Another
standout is album opener
“Hoverround.” This song speaks
to the sense of dread and tragedy
which can accompany summers
in New Orleans, with a guitar
solo reminiscent of Dinosaur Jr.
(“Hoverround / Shotgun house
and AC out / Kids gunned down /
Sirens on without a sound”). This
collection of songs is a promising
and emotionally intelligent
debut, a welcome addition to this
current wave of local indie rock.
—Mary Beth Campbell

R. SCULLY
NEW CONFUSION
(HOUMA / NOUVEAU
ELECTRIC)
NAVY BLUE
SONG OF SAGE: POST PANIC!
(FREEDOM SOUNDS)

KELLY DUPLEX
S/T
(STRANGE DAISY)
On their self-titled debut, Kelly
Duplex explore a myriad of
topics: loss, millennial adulthood
and its struggles, and the allconsuming heat of summer in
southeastern Louisiana. Their
cited influences include Sunny
Day Real Estate, Weezer, and
The Sundays, but while they
are steeped in the music of
‘90s musicians, they are not

case study on the haunting
effects of postcolonialism,
with Blue discussing modern
manifestations such as police
brutality and systemic racism.
Spirituality, magic, and
clairvoyance are recurring
themes as well. This 18-track
retrospective features vintage
lounge-style instrumentals
that drift intentionally into
each other and remain as
interconnected as Blue’s lyrics
and themes. Hip-hop legend
Yasiin Bey (formerly Mos Def )
even makes a noteworthy
guest appearance on the track
“Breathe.” On Song of Sage:
Post Panic! Navy Blue taps
into the collective wisdom of
his ancestors to find his own
voice and it’s a breathtaking
awakening. —Shirani Jayasuriya

Brooklyn rapper and
professional skateboarder
Navy Blue’s sophomore
album flows like a daydream
through countless lifetimes
and consciousnesses. He
weaves together formative
wounds with those of centuries
past—almost as though they
happened in his own past lives.
The track “1491” focuses on
the year before America was
forever scarred by genocide. He
raps, “I used to kiss my Saint
Christopher / Fuck Christopher
Columbus 1491 / It’s one and
done.” Later, on “Back to
Basics,” Navy Blue speaks of his
ancestors: “Back to back with
parallel universe and spaces /
The land of native Indian / We
share the faces / Made it with
those who made it off the slave
ship.” The album feels like a
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Eventually we’ll have a
distinguished category for the
music that carried us throughout
COVID-19. Until then, R. Scully’s
title New Confusion is aptly
fitting. Holed up in his Bywater
attic, Scully spent quarantine
writing and recording his
debut solo album—a coarse,
multi-personality collage of
songs ranging from tender
inflections to punk-leaning
ferocity and experimental ‘90s
influences. “Manhole” kicks
off the full-length, with Scully
reflecting, “I wanna volunteer
on the weekends / And keep in
touch with my mom.” Humor
and humanity go hand-in-hand
in New Confusion as it twists
through a communal psyche
of frustration and mortality in
our modern times. In “My Little
Phony,” Scully’s oblique and
humourous lyrics gleam perfectly
over a funk-infused bassline and
disparate noise: “Nobody even
eats bologna anymore / You want
that smoked

turkey.” Then there’s “Melania’s
Blues,” a facetious riff on a punk
anthem, and “N.O.L.A,” a grungy
garage ballad. The broad genre
range throughout is made more
impressive when you consider
that it was all recorded and
produced by Scully himself. New
Confusion traverses a multitude
of emotions and sounds and it’s
comfortingly relatable.
—Danielle Dietze
TERMINAL BLISS
BRUTE ERR/ATA
(RELAPSE)

SPEED STICK
VOLUME ONE
(DON GIOVANNI)
Though Speed Stick has only
existed for about a year, its
members have been active in
the Carrboro (North Carolina)
scene since the 1990s. Touted
as an indie rock supergroup, the
core band consists of Ash Bowie
(Polvo), Charles Chace (The Paul
Swest), Laura King (Bat Fangs
and Flesh Wounds), and Thomas
Simpson (The Love Language).
The songs on Volume One, their
debut album, were created in
collaboration with artists such as
Mac McCaughan (Superchunk),
Kelley Deal (The Breeders and
R. Ring), Mike Montgomery (R.
Ring), and Stuart McLamb (The
Love Language). According to
their official press release, “The
musicians’ task was simple: draw
inspiration from the [drum] beats
in order to create music that
spreads laterally and horizontally
like a rhizome.” The end result
is a collection of songs which
transcend genre, creating a
kaleidoscope of sound. The album
opens with “Protect Your Magic,”
a surreal track that plays drum
beats, discordant guitars, and
synths off each other, alternating
between intense peaks and eerily
calm plateaus. “Knots,” on the
other hand, is classic psych-rock.
Volume One is an intriguing
collection of songs, meant not to
be put on merely as background
noise but rather to be taken in as
an immersive experience.
—Mary Beth Campbell

Brute Err/ata captures extremely
noisy, chaotic full throttle punk
at its best. Terminal Bliss packs
an overwhelming amount of
energy into these short, concise
bursts of destruction. After
almost a year without live shows,
this one-sided 12” makes me
want to run around my room and
jump off my furniture. Recorded
mere weeks before going into
initial COVID-19 lockdowns,
Brute Err/ata critiques a
dystopian America that has only
grown more grotesque in the
subsequent year. Tracks like
“Clean Bill of Wealth” (which
tackles our woefully inefficient
health care system) and “Small
One Time Fee” (an ode to the
glazed-eye exhausted masses)
address problems that feel as
American as apple pie. This is
the band’s debut, but Terminal
Bliss sports an impressive cast
of characters from some vital
screamo groups of the 1990s and
2000s. Vocalist Chris Taylor and
his brother and guitarist Mike
are essential members of Pg. 99
and Pygmy Lush while bassist/
noisemaker Adam Juresko and
drummer Ryan Parrish make up
half of City of Caterpillar. They
are veterans of the underground
world, but this short debut
feels more urgent than a lot
of stuff that bands half their
age are putting out. —William
Archambeault
VARIOUS ARTISTS
WORKS ON PROGRESS
VOL. 1
(COMMUNITY RECORDS/
STRANGE DAISY)
Works On Progress moves
between genres seamlessly,
giving each artist equal and
ample stage. The album is a
BIPOC compilation of 12 artists,
most of whom are from New
Orleans. Dominic Minix is the
lead curator, and his song “Try
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MF DOOM 1971-2020
by Ballzack

I was sitting in my car outside
the CD Warehouse (or Sound
Warehouse or Warehouse
Records; I forget) circa 2003. In
my possession was the new MF
DOOM (as Viktor Vaughn) album,
Vaudeville Villain. I ripped the
wrapping off the CD and popped
it in my CD player. Immediately, I
was sucked in by the intro which
sampled an old Spiderman cartoon.
I was just getting over an obsession
with Ghostface Killah’s Supreme
Clientele album, which also began
with a sample from a Marvel
cartoon. This was a good sign.
Then the title track started. The
music was interesting. The drums
sounded a little clean—not as
gritty as I was hoping, but that’s
OK. When the rhymes started,
though, I was hooked: V. Vaughn,
the traveling Vaudeville Villain
/ Who don’t give a ﬂying fuck
who ain’t not feelin’ him. Doom’s
voice was low and crunchy. It was
almost its own bass track. The
rhymes continued: Ay caramba—
Oh shit! Was that a Bart Simpson
reference?—On borrowed-time
rhymes, gassed by the silver screen
/ They act like their monkey ass
can heal back like Wolverine. Did
he just say Wolverine???
That’s it. That’s all I needed to
hear to know that this would be
one of those albums. You know,
one of those you leave in the
stereo for weeks. Back then, if
an album was good enough, it
could last a full six months in
steady rotation.

KMD under the name Zev Love
X. KMD disbanded after Zev’s
brother, DJ Subroc, was killed
and Elektra Records dropped
them due to their album art being
too controversial. After a hiatus
and apparently being homeless
for a while, Zev Love X reemerged
as MF DOOM, concealing his
face with a metal mask, vowing
revenge on the music industry. I
was mesmerized. Sign me up. So
Mark gave me the knowledge, and
now it was mine to give.
Later that day, Don and I sat in my
Honda Civic. “Man, you gotta hear
this!” As the music played, I stared
at his face like a weirdo, eagerly
awaiting his reaction. Don’s
reaction was overwhelmingly
positive. “Mission accomplished,”
my ego said.
Down the rabbit hole we went,
consuming all the DOOM we
could find. Operation: Doomsday
was incredible. The beats were
inventive and the wordplay was
refreshing. Then the Madvillainy
album dropped and obliterated
us. Madvillain was the duo
made up of DOOM and Madlib.
Everything about the Madvillainy
album exceeded our expectations.
Madlib’s beats—which he
apparently made using a cheap
SP-303 sampler, a tape deck,
and some records—were warm
and gritty, providing the perfect

soundscape for DOOM’s clever
yet thoughtful lyrics. Then Doom
hit us with MM...Food. Produced
by DOOM himself, it felt like
the official sequel to Operation:
Doomsday. I remember being
a little skeptical of the idea of a
food-themed DOOM album, but
mainly I had faith that he could
pull it off, and of course he did.
From “Beef Rap”: I suggest you
change your diet / It can lead to
high blood pressure if you fry it / Or
even a stroke, heart attack, heart
disease / It ain’t no starting back
once arteries start to squeeze.”
Honestly, after MM...Food I
slowly tuned out and didn’t really
keep up with the subsequent MF
DOOM releases. I don’t know
why. I’m sure there was some
other distraction. I know there
were collaborations with Danger
Mouse and Ghostface Killah, and
he was rumored to be sending
imposters to perform in his place
at live shows. Brilliant.
Years later I heard he was
deported and not allowed entry
back into the U.S. I’m not sure
we really deserved him. And
now I’m saddened to hear of
DOOM’s passing. He gave us so
much when music needed him
the most. He was less like the
villainous persona he adopted,
and more like a superhero. Now
he’s left us at a time when we
face real villains, and we’re the
ones wearing the masks.

Again” is also featured on the
album. Frewhun’s “4:35” is an
R&B track that repeats “Please be
gentle now,” with instrumentals
lulling us to comply. “Endless
Bummer” by Sexy Dex and the
Fresh follows, with upbeat synths
that reanimate you into dancing.
Xavier Molina’s “Yeah” brings the
grunge. Solomon Wexley’s “Light
As A Feather” is a slower trap
song with deep, warped vocals.
This compilation covers the
bases with each artist bringing
their piece of the puzzle, and each
contribution rounding out the
others. All good work and good
progress requires this. The album
ends with Sly Watts’ “The Future,
She’s Beautiful,” where he raps
“The revolution is coming”
throughout. The song has a quick
flow and quick instrumentals,
with an excitement that gets in
your bones—an excitement for
the future, for revolution.
—Marisa Clogher

Ay caramba.

This was a discovery. Not only a
great album, but a great artist;
an artist that had a back catalog
of albums that I had yet to hear.
A whole world of greatness was
ahead of me. My first thought
was that I couldn’t wait to let
my friend Don hear this. The
sweet satisfaction of introducing
someone to an album was an
earned experience. You did
the research, you did the work,
maybe you spent the money, and
now you get the credit.

WYNTON MARSALIS
THE DEMOCRACY! SUITE
(BLUE ENGINE / JAZZ AT
LINCOLN CENTER)
Wynton Marsalis’ The
Democracy! Suite challenges
listeners to grapple with the
complicated relationship
between democracy and jazz
music. And if you’re unclear
about what exactly Marsalis
means when he says that “Jazz
music is the perfect metaphor
for democracy,” look no further
than the album’s liner notes. For
each of the eight songs, Marsalis

How did I get here? My good
friend Mark introduced me to MF
DOOM. Mark’s recommendations
never missed, and deserved much
more than a dismissive, “Yeah,
I’ll check that out.” Mark briefed
me on MF DOOM’s background.
Born Daniel Dumile, DOOM
was formerly in the group
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has written poetic explanations
of how his complicated
arrangements and innovative
employment of swing resemble
the concept of democracy—
and all of the problems,
inequalities, and injustices that
have challenged this concept
throughout our nation’s history.
Of course, the timing for this
January 15 release could not
have been more poignant. As I
write this, Joe Biden and Kamala
Harris are being inaugurated
into what will no doubt be an
intense chapter for democracy.
My favorite track off this album
has to be “Ballot Box Bounce,”
if not for the name alone. Its
tempo is almost dizzying,
echoing the fast-paced chase
the Trump administration
participated in to swiftly
dismantle our government’s
mail-in ballot system. While the
music of this album is certainly
nowhere near the realm of New
Orleans jazz (neither modern
nor traditional), what it’s saying
about the importance of jazz
music—both past and present—
to the formulation of democracy,
nonetheless resonates. It’s an
album all jazz aficionados should
be paying attention to.
—Julia Engel

XBRACKISHX / SHITLOAD
SPLIT
(SELF-RELEASE)
“The St. Bernard X Westbank
Unity Split’’ brings together
XBRACKISHX and Shitload,
two extremely noisy one-man
projects from the Greater New
Orleans area. These proudly
lo-fi acts sprung up during the
pandemic and channel the
angst and uncertainty of the last
year into abrasive yet comical
music. XBRACKISHX’s side
features deep guttural screams
over a mixture of grindcore
and powerviolence recorded
at iOS Studios. Taylor Sullivan,
the man behind this side,
samples zydeco, moans, and

even a newscaster describing
an explosion at an oil refinery
in Chalmette. He also includes
“Pay That Toll,” an acoustic
song about ferry tolls. Shitload’s
side kicks off with Westbank
pride track “I’m From The
Westbank,” which features
members of Eyehategod, Flesh
Parade, and Exhorder proudly
declaring where they’re from.
The rest of Shitload’s tracks are
just Bobby Bergeron alone with
his screams and bass driven
by rapid machine-gun-pace
drum programming. His side
sports song titles like “Acid
Bath’s Songs At The Jungle
Were Better Than Their Shows
At Zeppelin’s” and “Drowning
In The Harvey Tunnel.” This
split is one of XBRACKISH’s
four releases since forming
in November, while Shitload
has amassed an astonishing
27 releases since debuting last
April. Like them or not, these
projects don’t appear to be going
anywhere anytime soon, just like
the virus that birthed them.
—William Archambeault

of frustration and tragedy as
Tom Dent’s one-act play Ritual
Murder, which ran for years
with the Free Southern Theater
here in New Orleans, as part of a
larger body of 1980s play-work
that this movie draws from.
And Ma Rainey’s relationship
to New Orleans runs deep:
when writing the score music
for the movie’s soundtrack,
Branford Marsalis performed an
extensive amount of research on
1920s jazz, seeking to make the
music as authentic as possible.
Marsalis told Town and Country,
“The resulting album is a
testament to the hard-as-nails
dance music that held sway long
before jazz players got lost in
‘solos and structures, way far
away from the melody.’” Behind
the actors, Ma Rainey features
a panorama of local greats,
including Wendell Brunious,
whose trumpeting mastery can
be heard each time Chadwick
Boseman’s character Levee picks
up his horn. Freddie Lonzo,
Ronnell Johnson, and David L.
Harris, among many other New
Orleans musicians, make up the
sounds of Ma Rainey’s “band.”
—Julia Engel

ranked by the size of their quotas
and the performative enthusiasm
of their humanitarian rhetoric.
Asylum seekers themselves
are discussed as either cynical
opportunists gaming the system,
or noble victims of a distant,
peripheral barbarism. The
granting of asylum, no matter
how limited, is rendered as an
act of national altruism. Asylum
for Sale sweeps these facile
narratives aside. By marshaling
a diverse chorus of voices—
including academics, journalists,
activists, artists, and people
directly impacted by asylum
regimes—the book illuminates
a vast, transnational industry of
exploitation and profit-seeking
that permeates and structures
every facet of the asylum process.
This is a circuitous world in
which people driven from
their homes by the latest drone
bombing or CIA-engineered
coup become commodities of
for-profit detention camps run
by the same corporations that
fund legal aid NGOs. Asylum for
Sale is an essential volume to
carry forward into the political
landscape of the post-Trump
world. A nonpartisan consensus
among most political elites for
the asylum regime—and not
incidentally, for U.S. imperialism
and neoliberal capitalism writ
large—is poised to endure, as new
forms of organized resistance
rise to challenge the status quo.
—Morgan Dowdy

MA RAINEY’S BLACK BOTTOM
GEORGE C. WOLFE
(NETFLIX / MUNDY LANE
ENTERTAINMENT /
ESCAPE ARTISTS)
Based on the play by the late
August Wilson, Ma Rainey’s
Black Bottom is a powerful,
harsh look into the world
of 1920s jazz. The setting is
Chicago, the year 1927. While
attempting to record her latest
album, Ma Rainey (played by
Viola Davis) gets lost in an uphill
battle with both her bandmates
and the record producers.
Unfortunately, the main themes
of racial injustice, prejudice, and
corruption in the music industry
that this masterpiece of a film
puts on centerstage still ring all
too true today. In particular, Ma
Rainey radiates the same tones

ASYLUM FOR SALE, PROFIT
AND PROTEST IN THE
MIGRATION INDUSTRY
EDITED BY SIOBHÁN
MCGUIRK AND
ADRIENNE PINE
(PM PRESS)

MUTUAL AID: BUILDING
SOLIDARITY DURING THIS
CRISIS (AND THE NEXT)
DEAN SPADE
(VERSO)

Mainstream discourse tends to
reduce the concept and practice
of asylum to narrowly-defined
moral and legal questions.
Western countries are morally

“The contemporary political
moment is defined by
emergency.” So begins the
introduction of Mutual Aid:
Building Solidarity During
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This Crisis (and the Next), a
breakdown of what mutual aid
is and how to build it. The book
was published in October of
2020, so it speaks to our most
relevant crises and gives us some
tools for how to proceed. Spade
spends the first part of the book
defining mutual aid and how it
differs from charity, explaining
how “nonprofitization was
designed to demobilize
us.” These distinctions are
important to solidify in our
minds for anyone doing
movement work. In part two,
Spade explores both the pitfalls
of movement work, and how to
address them collaboratively
and transparently to create
revolutionary and lasting
results. There are charts
included that ask us to think
deeper about our methods and
intentions, such as mutual
aid vs. charity, tendencies
that harm groups, qualities of
group cultures, basic steps to
consensus decision-making,
as well as questions littered
throughout of things we should
be constantly asking ourselves
regarding the “why” of our
actions. Spade writes, “our
ability to build mutual aid will
determine whether we win the
world we long for or dive further
into crisis.” It’s time to build.
—Marisa Clogher
WORKING CLASS
HISTORY: EVERYDAY
ACTS OF RESISTANCE &
REBELLION
EDITED BY WORKING
CLASS HISTORY
(PM PRESS)
Working Class History doesn’t
function as a narrative so much
as reference material. The book
is organized by month, moving

SINS OF THE FLESH
cont’d from pg. 16

Cursed to wander in a state of
eternal noninebriation, I turn to
other diversions. “Where’s Anne
Rice?” I ask Keith.
Clearly I aim to give the hostess a
piece of my mind. But other than a
dust jacket photo I vaguely recall
from high school—of a woman
with long black hair and a Little
House on the Prairie looking ass
outfit—I have no idea what Anne
Rice actually looks like.

chronologically. Each day of the
year lists two events in history
that occurred on that day that
have contributed to the working
class struggle (for example: on
January 8, 1896 “the world’s
first explicitly anarchistfeminist newpaper, La Voz de la
Mujer, was published in Buenos
Aires, Argentina”; On March 6,
1922 “a wave of rent strikes in
Veracruz, Mexico was triggered
when sex workers barricaded
a street with their rented
mattresses, chairs, and other
furniture”). The intro states:
“Our education system does not
even come close to adequately
reflecting the impact of these
movements of ordinary people
on our history” and Working
Class History attempts to
right some of these omissions.
It doesn’t dive deep, and it
doesn’t claim to be exhaustive.
Each selection is brief but
provides a good entry point
to further learning, and solid
contextualization at a time
when the present feels crushing
and the future feels impossible.
These are lessons from the past
that we can and must build
from. These histories are the
way forward. —Marisa Clogher

“Seems to be working out for you.”
“I’ve been blessed.” At this point, Stan
arrives, the vampire Lestat incarnate,
albeit aged several decades. That’s
the rub—in the real world, we get old.
Anne introduces us.

As if on cue, I turn to find a middleaged woman coming toward
us. Jet black hair, shiny gold
accoutrement...I don’t even have to
wonder. She’s heard my call.

“I was just telling them about
when we went to see Purple Noon
with Alain Delon. You remember?”

“You two look like interesting
people. Hi...” She zeroes in on Keith.
“Oh my god, you have the most
beautiful eyes. Man oh man.” Help!
Anne Rice was hitting on my date!

A wink to us, following which the
two proceed to argue the film’s
artistic merits before moving onto
whether or not Stan bought the
appropriate number of king cakes
from Schwegmann’s. The Rices then
wish us happy Mardi Gras—“and if
you need anything, let us know!” OK:
how ‘bout some fucken alcohol??

“I tell him that all the time,” I
chime in. I’m enjoying watching
Keith squirm.

“Terrible movie,” he says. “Awful.”

Clearly I aim to give the
hostess a piece of my mind.
“I’m tellin’ you. You know who you
look like? Alain Delon. You know,
the actor? Alain Delon?”

In all the excitement, I scarcely
notice another little development:
my pelvic region has reactivated.

Biographical details on my new
beau are few, but two things I know:
besides roadie-ing for Eyehategod,
Keith is a projectionist by trade.
Among other things. “Yeah, I know
Alain Delon. Le Samouraï.”

And I feel an urgent need. “Amy
wants to go upstairs now,” I whisper
to Keith. Our corner gives us a clear
view to the stairs. Stairs very much
guarded by a thickneck plainclothes
cop. Stairs which I must climb.

“That’s right, Le Samouraï.” The y’at
is more noticeable on certain words.
“I love Alain Delon. I liked—what’s
the one—Paper Moon? No, no, that
was the Bogdanovich picture—the
one with them on the boat…”

And when a small commotion
draws the sentry’s attention
away—climb we do.

“Purple Noon.”
“Purple Noon, yes! Based off
Patricia Highsmith’s novel...was it
Talented Mr. Ripley? Anyway... Stan,
my husband, and I went to see that
in San Francisco—god, this was 30
years ago. Stan hated it.” She calls
across the room. “Hey Stan! Stan!”

Got a message to broadcast? ANTIGRAVITY is currently
offering hella cheap COVID-19 era ad rates. Email
advertising@antigravitymagazine.com for more info!

“Oh that’s fabulous,” she says. “I
thought about being a DJ in college,
but I realized pretty quickly I’m not
cut out for radio. I’m much better
at sitting in a room writing stories.”

In front of the curio, her husband is
busy entertaining guests. Noticing
his mother, their son Christopher,
no older than about 14, tugs at Stan’s
turtleneck to get his attention. My
turn now. “So what do you do?”
“I’m in radio.” My fancy way of
saying I DJ a weekly punk show
with no job prospects whatsoever.
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At the top all’s quiet. And dark.
We’ve entered a portal. One
somehow more luxurious than the
last. And we have it all to ourselves.
Hallways upon hallways. Rooms
upon rooms. We try a door. Locked.
Lucky one of us never leaves home
without an S rake.
An office. And not just any office.
Anne Rice’s office. The desk is there.
The computer is there. There’s
pages and pages, no doubt for some
future bestseller. But all this barely
registers, as I’m suddenly aware of
an entire bookcase of porcelain dolls
staring back at me. I let out a shriek.
Why this woman has so many and
why she would choose to have their
lifeless eyes watch over her while
she works I’ll never know. At the
moment I’m convinced they want

thickneck cop—a loud creak,
like a tree being sawed through.
I whip my head around to find
Keith’s entire upper half inside the
wardrobe. He’s thrashing violently,
as if trying to pull the whole thing
from the wall and smash it to bits.
Ah, yes, the proverbial “bad trip.”
I tug at his shirt, trying to calm
him, when... the shirt disappears.
Now I’m freaked. Weird shit has
happened to me on ass-id before,
but nothing like this. Suddenly I’m
alone. “Keith…?”

A door down the hall is more
inviting. Four-poster bed, silk
canopy, mirrors in high places,
and... I don’t need to tell you
creepos what comes next. OK, we
fucked on the satin sheets. And the
rug. And the chaise lounge. If you
must know.
Something was nagging me. Anne
Rice is well known as a writer of
steamy, smutty, sadomasochistic
erotica. So... I wonder... where is it?
I know, I know, “it’s all fantasy”...
True in the case of most so-called
“militant” hardcore singers. But
no woman fills thousands of pages
with detailed scenes of S&M
and doesn’t even own a pair of
handcuffs. The guy at the foot of
the stairs—he does. As for Anne...
a search through drawers and
the backs of closets (Anne Rice
has a bonkers wardrobe, by the
way—the headdresses alone!!)
turns up nothing. I’m a bit deflated.
After all, we thrill seeking females
deserve more than fantasy. But
sadly, it appears our author, who
surreptitiously lifted a plotline
straight from SCUM Manifesto,
is as vanilla as a carton of Rice
Dream. I leave a little LaSsD doodle
in one of the coat pockets, clean up
my mascara (a hopeless task!), and
head back out into the hall.
I’m just about to tell Keith how
the walls up ahead look more

convex than square, when we
hear footsteps heading our way.
“Ohfuck ohshit ohfuckohfuck,”
I’m saying, as Keith pulls us into a
room. My ears are ringing. I look
up, stricken, to find Keith cupping a
little dinnerbell above the door. We
wait. One second. Two. Footsteps
getting louder. Three, four. As they
pass, I take in my surroundings: a
small windowless room, possibly
presided over by demons wishing
me ill, which is to say, not unlike
my living situation in New
York. Exactly what purpose this
room serves is unclear, perhaps
some quirk in the 19th century
blueprints, or perversity of the
nouveau riche to leave rooms
devoted entirely to one piece of
furniture—in this case an old oak
wardrobe. And what’s with the bell?
All of a sudden there’s a knock.
My eyes dart over to Keith, who I
realize is pounding the wall. Why
the fuck is he doing this? “Why the
fuck are you doing that?” I ask.

“Did you catch one?” Keith pipes
up from the shadows.
“I did. Yeah, I did.”
Down the stairs, out into the light
of the foyer. Only a few stragglers
remaining, the catering crew
packing up.

“I fucking knew it,” echoes a voice
from inside the wall.

“By the way, I don’t think we’ve
met. I’m Christopher,” he says,
extending a hand. Gregarious, a bit
flamboyant, even.

“Keith?” I say again. I’m really
freaking. What the fuck is happening?

I remember being his age, tryna
hold my own in a world of adults.

“You gotta see this.” His hand
reaches out. I grab hold of it.
“Careful, there’s a step…”

I don’t envy his youth, but I’m
certainly charmed by it.

A second later, I enter...not a
wardrobe...but a much narrower
hallway, some kind of secret
passage. But to what? I smell
incense. And then... up ahead...
I see….

to kill me. I must get out of here.

“Yeah, I thought it was OK. I only
wanted one of the cups, really.”

[This portion has been redacted
or legal reasons and for the
“All you need is your own
imagination”...]
We emerge back into the dark
hallway, ears still ringing from the
bell we’ve rung and can’t unring. We
round a corner—running smack dab
into a teenage boy. It’s Christopher
Rice. He seems strangely
unperturbed to find us here.
“Oh hello.”
“Hi.”
“You guys have a good time?”
Why do I get the impression this
kid knows exactly what’s up?
“Fuck yeah,” I say.
“Nice. How’d you guys like Bacchus?”
We continue towards the stairs.
“It was cool, yeah.” My lack of
conviction readily apparent.

“Something’s weird,” he says,
holding his ear to the wall as
BANG! BANG! he clobbers it.
I thought I was the only one
tripping, but apparently my
companion is on one as well. I
sigh, savoring these final moments
before being thrown out alongside
my Mardi Gras boyfriend,
overcome by a fascination with
the room’s acoustics. Just as I’m
craning an ear to listen for that
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“Keith B------.” I’m shocked. It’s
the most Keith’s volunteered about
himself since I’ve known him
Young Christopher gives him a
long, searching look, trying to place
him amongst the Rice family clan...
perhaps a moneygrubbing cousin?
some distant blood relation eager
to bask in the glow of celebrity?...
when a group of girls hoot from the
front porch. He waves, saying he’ll
be there in a moment. He turns
back, looking momentarily lost,
before remembering he’s talking to
us. “You’ll have to excuse me, I’m a
bit…” he gesticulates, fluttering his
lips on the exhale. I want to shake
him by the shoulders and say: GO
FORTH! DO DRUGS! HAVE FUN!
FUCK UP! USE YOUR PARENTS’
MONEY TO FUND COMMUNES
AND WILDCAT STRIKES AND
CRIMINAL MAYHEM! YOU
HAVE YOUR WHOLE YOUTH
AHEAD OF YOU! DO IT ALL!
NOW! NOW!!! But I, too, am a bit...
discombobulated, as it were. My
usual eloquence failing me.
“It’s all the Chardonnay,” he
murmurs. “Truth be told, I’m a
little tipsy...” Then he leans in and
with a cheeky grin whispers:
“—don’t tell Mom!”
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The downside of The
Hierophant is likely to take
shape within any person acting
out an archetypal true-believer
role. The Hierophant signifies
not only tradition but a rigid
worker within an institution.
At his worst, the Hierophant is
a bureaucrat with a passion for
his work or the mid-manager for
a cult following. This character
cannot be shaken by direct
confrontation of their ideas
because those ideas all funnel
necessarily back to faith. When
the Hierophant archetype is
called to surface from within
a population, the intent is
to root fundamentalist logic
and rhetoric into everyday
thought processing. The
Hierophant cannot be directly
conquered—he is a piece in the
game who must be undermined
indirectly. Where we find our
own Hierophantic tendencies
and solve these, we will also find
approaches that suit the longgame we still must play.

The Devil slips in here, on
our path, to gossip about
The Hierophant and anyone
else—everyone else, for that
matter. The Devil points to
the inevitable crucible which
we face with The Hierophant.
We can joke about it and even

wish. But he is just as willing
to walk away or play different
games altogether. The Devil
likes games—this is so very
true—but what games we
decide to play are all the same
to him. Right this moment,
The Devil presents a sharp

We are each only a person
replicating a process of
life that is much, much
bigger than us.
blow off some steam in a gossip
session, but in the end we will
need to look at the traps we
are setting for ourselves. The
Devil is mutable to the degree
that any reason will do. He is
always ready to obsess, and
play stubborn, and extort this
or that from whomever you

challenge to our most mundane
demands, our most boring ego
complaints. The Devil asks if
we are absolutely certain that
this hill right here, is the hill you
wish to live on until you die?
Because, after all, he reminds
us, you could live a very long
time, and you probably will.
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The Lovers card opens to us in just
the right timing; this is a big juicy
moment that offers real incentives
for making good choices. The
Lovers are unbound from the field
of play set up by The Hierophant
and perpetuated through The
Devil’s mischief. In The Lovers
we come to a kind of epiphany on
the nature of how we have often
been the very ones to foment the
circumstances and conditions that
we did not desire—or we outright
opposed. When we reject parts
of the self that might be gullible
or culpable or greedy or scared
or dishonest, we leave ourselves
vulnerable to any rhetoric looking
for a voice to take for a joyride.
The Lovers pull these pieces of
self in close and teach them clarity
from a place of love. We are each
only a person replicating a process
of life that is much, much bigger
than us. May we accept our role in
transformation.
—Michelle Embree (@michelle_
embree); illustration by Karla
Rosas (@karlinche_)

